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Editor's Note: 
Regular editors' notes are boring. They thank contributors, staff, 
Volkmer, Alli Guerin, the editor, the impressed copy-editors, and 
themselves. Then they promise that the magazine will be great. This 
letter is not one of those letters: this letter is off-kilter. ot to say that we 
don't appreciate the help of everyone on our staff, or that this issue will 
be awful, but we'd rather not focus on that. In tead, we want to point 
out the off-kilter, outsider, helter-skelter, off the wall material between 
these two glossy covers. The Lantern is always a little crazy, but this 
time, it's on purpose! So we invite you to sample the literary delicacies 
inside, and whether they strike you a zany or otherwise, we hope you 
enjoy them. So start reading, and get ready to fall off your rocker with 
us. 
- Love, Trev and Tori 
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JUDGE' NOTE 
Poetry Winner-"Seven H aikus About Insomnia" by Patrick 
Roesle 
s one might expect from a collection of even haiku , the images are 
all preci e and concrete. This in itself, though, is no easy task. Literary 
journals are littered with ob cure and abstract haiku (not to mention 
obscure and abstract poems of any stripe). These seven, though, ati fy 
each time -- there' not a weak one in the bunch. nd not only that, but 
portion of these rise to the level of true surprise. I love 'a trail of 
hattered dewdrops ." I've never heard that combination of word 
before, and I'm heartened by the fact. My congratulation to the poet! 
Charles Rafferty returns to judge the Lantern poetry for the second time. H e is 
the author of four books of poetry) most recentfy A Less Fabulous InflIlity 
(Louisiana Literature Press). His many awards include the River tyx poetry 
pn·ze. He teaches literature and wn'ting at Albertus Magnus College. 
Prose Winner- "Green" by Marjorie Vujnovich 
I, too, listened at a door once. God wa in ide, in the room behind the 
door, talking to a man who looked like my dead dog. Anyway, when 
God had flIlished with the man, He stepped back out into the hall. By 
now, of course, I'd retreated a ways and had my ear to the thermo tat. 
God aid, "Any story with a eahorse in it is the winner. Al 0, an tOry 
invoking loss before 10 ha even arrived, wins. Also," he continued, 
"too often people get eye color wrong. They say, We both have brown 
eyes,' when, in fact, Per on 1 ha tarfish-brown eyes and Person 2's 
eye are the brown of a grubby penny." He was adamant. "Green" win . 
Mike Keeper (UC 2001) is a former Lantern contributor who lives in 
Holfywoo~ California. After working on The Ryan eacre t how) Mike 
wrote an article about the experience for Ur inu magai/ne. While he pursues his 
wn'ting caree", he is happy to be plqying keyboard in a band which does indeed have 
a Umyspace"page: / afaultychromosome. 
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SEVEN HAIKUS ABOUT INSOMNIA 
I. 
an hour before dawn 
no rain or crickets tonight 
then a car passes 
II. 
leave the faucet on 
or tighten it to hear my 
eyelids tap instead 
III. 
tinnitus has no 
onomatopoeiac term 
devils whisper ohm 
IV. 
marauding raccoon 
a trail of shattered dewdrops 
towards marici's trash 
v. 
eighty specks counted 
becoming more aquainted 
with the white ceiling 
VI. 
yesterday's a mist 
condensed into tonight to 
ram on tomorrow 
VII. 
goddess on tv 
mouthing my name on dead air 




W hen I was little, we did live in a big hou e on the edge of a forest. 
And I did wander out of the yard and into the woods, and there 
wa a river. weekend morning, or at twilight, or in the calm of a full 
moon, I watched a car float down that river. Four boys laughed inside 
of it, and I hid behind a tree trunk. Four boys laughed, and a blue 
Cadillac let the current take it away. I don't think cars float, and it does 
not matter whether or not thi actually happened, and I can't say with 
certainty , that it did or didn't. rguments can be made for either side. 
The fact remain that we had to move because I wa so afraid of the 
forest I would not look out our windows, and this i the only thing I am 
actually a harned of. 
My ister spoke with her whole body, 0 they aid she wa ick. 
Doctors told my parent melia needed medicine, and he took it. I 
was thirteen, and I thought her eyes were prettier before he began 
treatment, and I would have liked to steal her amber pre cription bottles 
and spill them into the lake. 
I watched melia grow up so I would know how to do it. When I was 
nine and he was fourteen, and this was before she swallowed white 
pills every morning, when she was a freshman in high school, I pressed 
my ear against her bedroom door and li tened to her talk on the phone. 
She was always calming someone down and often telling stories. 
She'd say, "Okay, here, it's okay." And she would make it up as she 
went along. "There was a boy, and he had a name, and his name wa 
Gregory. And Gregory lived in a cornfield that was not his cornfield, in 
a wigwam like an Indian." 
But Amelia spoke quietly and caught me nightly, so I never heard the 
endings. 
nce in the middle of the night and a thunderstorm, when I was 
scared awake with my covers pulled up to my nose, my door opened 
just slightly, and I saw melia peek her head around it. She whispered, 
"Awake?" and came to it on my bed. 
She tugged the covers off of my face and touched the hair on my 
forehead . "Okay, little sister?" she aid, and I watched her eyes trying to 
figure me out. 
I nodded, asked her, "Who do you tell tories to?" 
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"Anybody who want them," she aid. 
"Tell me." 
And Amelia moved to sit cross-legged on the floor, her hands free to 
act out the roles she assigned. "Underneath the ocean, not 0 deep you 
can't see the light, coral lives. It's pink and blue and alive, even thought 
it looks like it isn't. In the coral sea-horses play game all through the 
caves and the twists, and they are happy all the time as long as they are 
left alone. They throw parties so they can sing songs together about all 
the things they see." 
My ister, he whispered most things like secrets. Her cheeks were 
always pink, and I didn't think anything was wrong with her. I was back 
then desperate for more of her, but she was speaking me a lullaby, and I 
couldn't help it. I fell asleep. 
"But there are also sea-cow, under the ocean, and they are the 
enemies of the tiny sea-horses. One morning just before dawn the sea-
cows marched from their houses toward the coral where the sea-horses 
play ... " 
So I never heard the endings. And not so long after she started, Amelia 
stopped telling stories, and only told lies. 
The last time I saw my father swell with pride for me, it was a 
Christmas party at our house, and I was maybe in the fifth grade. One 
of his friends, or some of my mother' ,gushed at how tall I was getting 
and patted me on the head. I nodded seriously and said, "And, I have a 
wingspan of close to twelve feet." 
Whatever year that Christmas party was, it was also the year I began to 
keep secrets. I tore the pages out of my diaries and threw them into the 
trash, and I refused to wear anything but dresses. I wanted to become 
the sort of thing Amelia would tell through flashing teeth close to your 
ear. 
When I was eleven, the door I regularly listened outside of was my 
father's office in our basement. If the conversations were loud enough, 
and the ones I was interested in usually were, I could also hear them 
through the air vent in my bedroom. My dad's bigge t argument was 
that he just couldn't understand what Amelia had been thinking when 
she'd been arre ted for vandalism. When she'd had a screaming fight 
with the principal of her school and got herself kicked out, again. When 
she'd run away to live underneath a bridge. Any of it. 
Amelia didn't have any big arguments. If she wasn't in a screaming 
mood, she was extremely persuasive. My father loved her because she 
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could explain her thought in a way he under t od, ev n when they 
were in p rfect contradiction with hi own. 
"I had t ," sh 'd ay. "I kn w what you're going to ay," he'd alway 
ay. "But 0 I lept n c ncrete a £ w time . What' the point, or how 
can you ev n hav a home, if- well, if you don't know what el e there 
i ? I'm here now." 
I spent half my life trying to make m lia like me, and the other half 
trying to prove to my elf I wa different from her. 
Following the birth of my parents' third child, Ju tin, my father had to 
drink for hour every night before he could fall asleep. I am not ure if, 
in the long run, this wa cheaper than paying for the coun eling our 
in urance would not cover to treat his anxiety. 
Thinking of this made my stomach turn over, so when I was old 
enough to go out at night, I came home early, or not at all. I didn't want 
any part of the middle hour , when our house held a low clock. 
zech ub titute teacher and I regularly waited for the city bu 
together when I wa ixteen. Dark and my terious or so I imagined her, 
she aid, "But your eyes! What color are they?" 
I told her, "Brown." 
he waved her hand to deny thi and smoke rose from her cigarette in 
a sine curve toward the cloud. "My eyes are brown," he corrected me. 
I liked her accent so much it choked me up some, weighed down my 
own word . Dark eyeliner circled her eye like it wa protecting them, 
and her face wa thick with powder. he said, cry our are golden." 
"It' ju t the light," I told her. nd although it made me ashamed to 
ay light wa , in any way, just, her my tery wa gone, and I bitterly 
missed it. he reminded me of myself. 
By the time I graduated high chool, melia owned a small bookstore. 
he'd grown her hair long. It had been years, I gue s, since the days he 
cut it every time she looked in a mirror. With her hort hair, her smart 
mouth al 0 dulled, and he was left with some foreign, ea y laugh. But 
there were lines around her eyes, already at twenty-three, and whate er 
anyone might say about melia, he did smile honestly. I was proud of 
her crea ed eye like I wa proud of the car on my knees from 
childhood crape. 
few days after graduation I went to pick my brother Ju tin up from 
aftercare. Rounding a corner of hi school, I di covered him lying prone 
on the gras amid t the playground equipment. Hi hair fallen in his 
face, trands lifting away from his head, catching and holding the 
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sunlight. r have no memory of the walk from my car to the playground, 
but for the n xt everal day r aw his still body every time r closed my 
eye . 
girl ran over, tripped lightly a he was kneeling to him, tagged him 
on the arm. And my brother, he laughed a he tood up and cha ed 
after her. r stood still for everal minutes, until they had moved on to a 
different game. 
r had planned to take him for ice cream, but r was so enviou of him 
then that r felt angry and didn't. He forget everything as soon as It 
happen . r would give anything. 
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man dou ed himself 
in ga oline 
on a Jersey city sidewalk, 
clay- tained skin 
glistening like not. 
I could mell the heat 
before the burn, cloying 
on my tongue, and 
when the match wa truck, 
the sun creamed to arth-
running circles in the treet. 
We watched the pop 
and sizzle of fle h, 
drinking in with our eyes 
the burnt offering roa ring 
before u like a boar upon a pit. 
He screamed: 
I am Prometheu 
watch me burn! 
I endure the eagle 
to give you fire! 
At fir t I thought petty weide, 
but no, 
Titan are above that. 
orne aid self-immolation 
and 





there's no other way 
for a god to burn. 
When only a smoldering 
skull remained, the 
crowd began to clear. 
Prometheus was 
ash on my tongue-
whispered in the mouths 
of strangers with the 
holiness of saints . 
From a storefront 
someone quietly crooned 







I found God )e terday. It wa n t that hard. It ook me abou a half-
hour of couring the phone book. 
I don't mean tbi figurativel). A lot of people when they ay the \e 
found God, are speaking figurativel". The.,- mean they'\e undergone 
some spiritual renewal or religiou con er ion. ot me. I ve alwa, been 
a kind of a thei tic humani t - that i > I alway believed there was a God, 
but I ne er really cared to try to figure out His rrue nature. I never read 
the Bible or went to church. I ju t accepted His probable pre ence and 
concerned my elf with my own per onal earthly conduct - namelv- no 
being a jerk to m fellow man. 
It s important that) ou under tand that when I ay 'I ound God, I 
mean I literally pinpointed Hi exact geographical location. He li\e in 
ew J er e > in the town of Hancock Bridge near the mouth 0 the 
Delaware Bay. He has a one- tory bungalow-style hou e in a large 
neighborhood of one- tory bungalow- tyle hou e . The hou e are all 
dull blue and gray and yellows. God' hou e i one of the dull blue . 
On bright unday like the day I went 0 ee ~ -' ou can ee the lone 
cooling tower of the Hope Creek nuclear power plant in the distance 
rising over a sea of shabbily- hingled roof: . 
He wa out ide watering Hi lawn when I pulled in 0 Hi potholed 
drivewa). Hi lawn wa green in the center but the ou · ide fringe v.ere 
beginning to crust over with dirt and dead brown gras . I parked behind 
a Harley-David on motorcycle and a toolbox that \Va pilling i 
innard on the pavement. 
God wa dre ed in a white wifebeater and pain - plotched blue jean . 
He wa mu cular, but not toned. He wa old, but no grey. His once-
golden hair wa now largely ilver but it wa till thick:, and He kept it 
combed backward from Hi forehead. 
"'Bout time ) ou showed up' He aid a I go out of the car remoTIng 
the cigarette He had dangling from Hi mouth. C mon in, I 11 fix you a 
drink." He shut off the ho e and crushed out His cigare e. 
ith hesitant footsteps I followed God intO the hou e. Thi being an 
unannounced ·visit on mr part, Hi ca ual reaction v.a a bit 
di concerting. 
''"What'll you ha'Te~' He asked, opening up a small cabinet abo\e the 
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t ve. "I My elf prefer whi key on unday . nice Jame n 17 0, 12 
year ld, pr of. Mu t b the Iri h part of e." 
I at d wn lowly at a larg card table that I a umed wa the kitchen 
table. "Just a water, plea e, d," I aid. "I don't drink anymore." 
d grunted a He poured Him elf a gla s. ''Ye , ye , I remember that 
n w." He took a seat aero from me and handed me my water. "I don't 
u ually drink before lunch," He aid," 0 I'll have to be careful. La t 
time I went on a bender I woke up and odom and Gomorrah were 
missing." H smiled, but I couldn't tell if he wa joking. 
The lighting in the hou e wa poor, but by now my y shad adju ted 
and I was able to make out my surrounding. The hou e had a 
combin d kitchen and living room, and the kitchen area wa stocked 
with all the u ual appliance in widely varying states of upkeep. Again t 
the far wall, on the arne id of the house where we entered, wa a 
couch and coffee table facing an ancient-looking TV. young man with 
hort, cropped black hair and a oul patch wa asleep on the couch. He 
wore a black tank top that clung tightly to his abdominal mu cles and 
baggy black cargo pant. n his arm wa a tattoo of a large snake 
coiling around a naked woman holding an apple. When the un moved 
from behind a cloud and ent light flooding into the room from the 
kylight, I wa able to make a hocking di covery. 
The man had small horn prou ting from his head. 
"Good Lord!" I exclaimed. The irony wa temporarily lost on me. 
God glanced over at the crumpled form on Hi couch and rolled His 
eye. "I told him ye terday he needs to tart paying rent or I wa going 
to end him out on hi as . Ever ince then, he's been pretending to be 
asleep 0 I can't bother him." God took a long drink. "A shole." 
"God," I a ked he itatingly, "is he J ewi h?" 
God gave me a long tare. ''What the hell did you just say?" 
"Well, You ee, God, I've only been in ew J er ey for about four 
week. I'm originally from Morgan City, Utah, and I've never een a real 
live Jewish per on before. Is that why he has the ... well, You know," I 
said, putting my index finger behind my head to imitate horn . 
God' expres ion did not change. "Kid," He finally aid, "when I made 
you naive I had no idea I made you retarded a well." 
I froze in my chair, dumb truck. 
"Li ten on, never mind nake Boy 0 er there on the couch. You 
came here becau e you, like everybody from ocrate to Dougla 
Adam, want the an wer to all the Big Important Que tion that plague 
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your exi tence." He poke the words in a tired, matter-of-fact manner. 
He wa right, of course. 
"Well, here' your chance, chief. hoot." 
I gathered what little aplomb I had left. "God," I said, ''Why do bad 
thing happen to good people?" 
God sipped His whi key and didn't look me in the eye. 'CY ou mean to 
tell Me," He said, "That you, a white male born in the most prosperous 
nation in the history of the universe, who ha never been raped, shot, 
oppressed, or even had so much a a credit card declined, are asking 
Me, the Lord God, the Alpha and Omega, et cetera, et cetera, why I 
end, quote, 'bad things' upon 'good people?'" 
I was silen t. 
"On whose authority do you ask, My good sir?" God said with mock 
deferential flourish. ''What gives you the idea that you can even begin to 
understand the vast complexities that go into My deci ion-making 
proces? specially you, whom I have been most lenient with in the 
doling out of maladies?" God finished His whiskey and poured Himself 
another. 
ow I was angry. 
"Lenient? Two months ago I came back from my mother' funeral to 
fmd my wife screwing the meter reader. I was the laughingstock of 
Morgan City! I had to move from my home and my life and come out 
here, the armpit of the damn country, to a crappy apartment and a 
crappy job just because I couldn't even bear to breathe the arne air as 
the woman I loved anymore. And now You're gonna sit here and tell 
me You're playing softball with me? Get off Your throne and give me a 
straight answer." 
I could never have imagined myself yelling at anyone, much Ie the 
Supreme Ruler of the Univer e. I hadn't even yelled when I walked in 
on my wife and the meter reader. But He had struck a nerve - a deeply 
buried nerve. I saw a blizzard swirling in his icy blue eyes. 
''Well fuck, cry Me a river, son. You think ] er ey is bad? Huh? You 
been to Somalia lately? What about Afghanistan? Iran? China? I feel real 
bad about the cockroach infestation in your apartment and everything, 
but when was the la t time a complete tranger tried to kill you because 
of your belief that power following Mohammed' death fell to hi on-
in-law as oppo ed to a community-elected caliph?" 
"Listen," I snapped, "maybe I don't have it a bad a ] oe Abdul over 
in Tra he ani tan, and for that I'm really goddamn orry. But that 
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d n't take any of th blame off of You. Don't act like you'r not 
re p nsible for the uffering of tho e people ver there. How many aid 
worker and inn cent civilian - h w many pregnant women and kid 
have You allowed to be killed in p intles war over there? Huh?" 
I was certain I had od in checkmate. In tead, He only smiled a 
mysterious smile. Taking a wig directly from the bottl of whi key, H e 
poke. " 0, you want to know how many innocents I have allowed to 
be laughtered in tho e little foreign clu terfucks you ee every night on 
. Well, I'll tell you. one." 
I wa incredulou . 'ry ou can't honestly-' 
" 0, I can hone tly ay that. I have not allowed one innocent per on to 
die, ever in world hi tory." H e paused to take a drink, though I u pect 
He wa just being dramatic. "Becau e I never allowed them to die. I killed 
them all Myself." 
He grinned. That Holy Ba tard was gloating over His bod count. 
Before my righteous indignation could form a retort, He continued. 
"I have been responsible for the death of every single living creature 
who has ever walked, swam, or flown over the face of the planet. I 
arranged to have all the bullets Bred, all the drinking water poisoned, all 
the tumor metastasized." He had stopped grinning, and wa again 
nursing His gla s of whiskey. 
After a brief silence, God looked over at the couch. "That guy over 
there? He think he's pretty tough shit. He runs around, rai e a little 
ruckus, breaks a few windows, sells a few joint. nd you know what? 
lot of people ee this, and they tart blaming all the woes of the world 
on him. They fancy him the father of all de truction." The man on the 
couch mirked and faked a snore. "But it' all an illusion. cruel farce. 
It is, in fact, well within My power to nuff him out right now. I 
wouldn't even have to leave thi chair." 
God stretched out his hand towards him, a if contemplating the act. 
"But I won't. No ir, as big an asshole as he i , I won't kill him." 
God pau ed for a long time, and the cloud of water vapor from the 
Hope Creek power plant swallowed the sun. 
"All the genocides you've ever heard about. E ery single battle, 
skirmish, and rna sacre. Every murder, every plague, every udden 
disaster." God put down His drink and lit a cigarette. 'ry ou wanna 
know why tragedies happen in this world, son? Let Me tell you a tory. 
A man and a woman fall in love and get married. All they want i a kid. 
Every night they get on their knee and pray for a child. bouncing 
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baby boy or girl with her eye and hi hair. nd every night after they 
pray, th y fuck. They pend a mall fortune on pregnancy test. 
ventually, the gynecologi t call them in and break the news that she 
ha an ovulatory disorder. Premature ovarian failur , to be exact. 
There' medicine they can try, of cours , but the when the doctor tart 
to talk about adoption option , they know. he tarts to get depressed. 
They both get depre ed. But you know what? very night, like 
clockwork, they get on their knees, pray, and then climb into bed and 
fuck." God took a long drag on Hi cigarette before continuing. 
"Two week later, the test confIrm it. child will be born unto them. 
nd they cry and hug and give thank . And before they know it they 
ha a baby boy. beautiful, even-and-a-half pound baby boy with 
bright blue eyes. And for the fIrst six month, everything' right as rain. 
You could look into that boy' eye and really ee him learning, ou 
know? H would pick up a block or a doll and you could ju t ee the 
wheel turning in his bald little head. the relatives tell them what a 
bright boy they've got there. He'll grow up to be a cienti t and one day 
cure cancer, they ay. 
"But omething goe wrong. ne day, the baby gets a fever. The next 
da , the baby won't wake up. He' in a coma. The doctors don't know 
what happ ned. To thi day, only I know what cau ed hi ickne . The 
baby come out of the coma alright, but the doctors sa he' got brain 
damage now. They don't know how bad ju t yet. They likely won't 
know until the boy grow up. Ifhe grow up.' God didn't ay anything 
for a long time. 
"Today that boy is a ward of the tate in one of Michigan' Ie -
reputable mental in titution. nd I'm gonna let you in on a little ecret, 
on, one that only I know." He took another long drag. "If I hadn't put 
that boy into a coma, you know what would've happened? He would 
ha e grown up to become a famou cienti t who cured lymphoma. He 
even would've won the 2034 obel Prize for Chemistry." 
I wa horrifIed. "God . .. how could you ... ?" 
"There' a girl growing up right now in hio who i a horrible per on. 
r rather, he will be a horrible person. Right now he' ju t another 
Ritalin-addicted ocial reject. he' going to get lymphoma at age 33, 
and it will change her life. he'll urvive, eventually, but the fIght will be 
long and uncertain, and he will come out of it a better wife, a better 
mother, and at ag 97 he' going to die in her leep with a mile on her 
face. ow,' God aid, turning to me, ''You tell Me what would have 
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happ n d if I had let that littl b y cur cancer. h 'd g right on being 
a h rrible p r n. h 'd ventuali devel p a ta t for child 
p rn graphy, which would scalate t child m Ie tation. nd the p lice 
w uld never catch h r, eith r." 
" what' th Ie on here, od?" I a ked, my fury unqu li d b 
d' an cdote. "The b y wh would save milli n i worth 1 than 
the wannabe child mole ter? I that it? I that your idea of 
compa in?" I glar d at Him hard. 
BeD re od could answer, the do r op n d. little boy of about eight 
or nine with andy blonde hair entered. He aid nothing, but at down 
in the middle f th living r om and began to play with a hug pIa tic 
tub f ego that wa kept to the ide of the TV. 
d' eye ft ned. "H lio, tiger. How wa unday cho I?" 
" 0 d, Daddy." The little boyan wered without looking up. 
My jaw dropped. "I that-" 
'CY e ,it' exactly who you think it i ," aid od. 
"] e us hri t!" I aid, part exclamation and part greeting. 
"Don't b ther," od told me. "He doe n't talk to anyone. H hardl 
even talk to me. It' not hi fault, though. He' auti tic." 
I felt my blo d turn hot again. much a I wanted to keep my 
composure in front of the little boy (who wa building a pine tree out of 
his Lego ), od wa making it very difficult. 
" ow You'v really 10 t it," I told od. "The cancer-curing infant wa 
one thing. But] e us? You gave Your only on autism? Why? How could 
that po ibl be a good thing? How can that possibly be fair?" 
God laugh d. " hort an wer i ,it' not. t lea t, that i ,it' not fair to 
you, or fair by your puny mortal definition of fair. But then again, you're 
not in charge here, are you?" 
"But You'r uppo ed to be everything that' good and right and just 
in thi world!" I prote ted. ''Why the hell would You do that?" 
od looked over at Hi on. He had fini hed hi pine tree and wa 
working on an albatro . 
"Imagine a per on who loved everybody. I don't mean omeone who 
wa ju t outwardly friendly. I mean he eriou ly, legitimatel loved every 
single per on on the planet, past and pre ent, living and dead. 
"But not everyone love him back. It' not again t him per onaliy. 
They ju t don't know him. They fear him, becau e fear i what they're 
u ed to. ear comfort them. Fear giv them hope." God cru hed out 
hi dwindling cigarette. 
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" 0 to save them from their fear, this boy has to suffer. Pretty 
standard expectation for heroes. veryone el e has done it. The only 
difference i the intensity of hi suffering. I had him whipped and 
crucified, and he died under the weight of the world's sins. Tough love, 
I guess you could call it." God smiled the smile of a man who ju t made 
an inappropriate joke and didn't regret it. 
"Anyway, the time is nigh for thi boy's econd Coming. And once 
again, he has to suffer - but times have changed. This time, I made the 
boy's suffering much, much worse. I made this boy, who know 
nothing but the most passionate love for everything and everyone, 
unable to express that love. Can you imagine the immense pressure of 
carrying around all that emotion? Can you imagine hi suffering? Can 
you imagine his pain?" 
The little boy had placed the albatross in the tree. ow he was making 
a German shepherd. 
"He doesn't look like he's in pain," I said, as calmly as I could. 
"He doe n't know about my plans for him yet. When he's twelve, I'm 
going to send him into the church to instruct the elders. Then it'll hit 
him all at once." God leaned backward. "The poor bastard." 
I hadn't touched my water this entire time. I gulped it down. It tasted 
like cigarette ashes. 
"Mind if I ask You a second question, God?" I asked, hardly able to 
hold back the tears. 
"Go right ahead." 
''What the hell do You want from me?" 
God smirked. I hated His smirk. He leaned in close and spoke to me 
in a voice just above a whisper. 
"I want you to ask Me the question that's been in the back of your 
mind all day," God said. 
"I don't know what You're talking about." 
"Oh, yes you do. You know exactly the question I'm talking about. 
You're afraid, though. Afraid of damnation. Afraid of fire and 
brimstone raining down from the sky. All that cool Old Testament 
shit." His eyes looked probingly into mine. "Ask Me. D on't hide behind 
your rage. Grow a pair and a k Me." 
I gulped down hard. "God," I said, hardly believing the words coming 
out of my mouth were my own, "why are You such a prick?" 
God beamed. 
"Come outside with Me," He said. ot knowing what el e to do, I 
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b yed. I did, I aw the man n the couch pen hi left ye and wink 
at me. I al 0 noticed th r wa a erman hepherd underneath the tree. 
The litde boy wa working now on a humanoid hape. 
ut ide, od 1 ked ut over Hi lawn. 'CY ou know what wa here 
b £ re I mov d in, on?" 
I did not. 
"It was a chemical plant. Made commercial fluoride. The kind they put 
in t othpa te and drinking water. AI rat poi on ." He turned on the 
hose. A he did, a breeze came wirling in off the Delaware River. It 
wa n't trong, but it wa enough to make God raise his voice a few 
decibel to be heard. "There wa a big candal when it wa di covered 
they were leaking toxic level of fluoride into the groundwater, which 
wa eeping into the Delaware. Killed a bunch of wildlife. You're too 
young to remember, of cour e. The company that owned the plant went 
bankrupt and didn't have the money to clean up their me . This whole 
area became a uperfund ite. The EPA boys came in and cleaned it up 
a be t they could - got it down to 10 parts per million. Thi year, it will 
only cause 12 instances of keletal fluoro is, down from 15 last year. 
nyway, they put a few thou and tons of fill over the area and rezoned 
it for re idential development. And here we stand." 
He looked up at the afternoon sun a He sprayed the hose in dramatic 
figure-eight . He looked extremely focused. 
"I wa the foreman of the con truction company that built thi 
neighborhood," He aid. "This house wa the fir t one we built. I 
painted every inch of it Myself. The shingles, all Me. The aluminum 
iding-" 
He grinned. 
" kay, I had orne help with the aluminum iding. But thi lawn? I 
planted every seed. nd now, I water it every day. I live for tho e hot 
ummer evenings when I can drag out My charcoal grill, cook up some 
of My famous kielba a hot dog, and just lay on the oft gra and 
watch the star come out with My boy." He inhaled deeply, training to 
mell a scent that wa n't there. "Did I tell you how much he love to 
look for con tellations? He know every ingle one." 
I moved clo er to God so I could peak to Him without raising my 
voice. I wa clo e enough to touch Him. 
"God," I aid, 'CY ou mi ed orne spot around the edge .' 
"I know," He aid. "I did that on purpo e." 
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DIVORCED PARENTS & FLOWER GUTS 
She'll dive-bomb a buttercup 
just to mash its yellow road paint 
like juice on her arm. 
She remembers 
mashed parent 
juice stinging her wrists. 
Road paint dividing dad and home. 
Grime 
ghosting a sofaless oak floor. 
Cigarette burns and box cutters. 
They fought rotten. 
A fridge full of disagreements. 
Moldy spaghetti sauce, 
milk morphing into pickles. 
Leftovers. Condiments. Lies. 
The buttercups 
make flower noises 
to fill her. 
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SUN & SHADOW AT THE FLOATING MARKET 





I often lose but have now just found: 
8 Colored Pencils. 
13 Pens. 
3ft. of Duct tape and 
next to my contact case sits a wooden jar that my father gave to my 
mother and my mother gave to me to hold Q-tips. 
Inside another jar lay: 
11 Black Push Pins 
13 White Push Pins 
24 Paper Clips (1'vfulticolored) and 
photographs of: 
My three best friends on Eileen's graduation 
My father standing next to me destroyed, pride-swollen before my flrst 
semi -formal and 
My grandmother and my brother the night before my brother's 
graduation. 
For my photography work I keep: 
1 plastic ruler 
1 plastic protractor 
3 anti-nausea pills. 
I rarely use these things. Instead, I write on 
8 greeting cards with pizzas on the front and place them in 
11 envelopes. 
But I have no stamps. 
On top of a wooden box my father made for me (It once held my toys.) 
stands a lamp shaped like a turtle from a friend's mother on my 
eleventh birthday. I no longer speak with the friend. 
In a drawer I keep: 
1 portrait of Georgia O'IZeefe and 
1 painting by Georgia O'IZeefe. 
3 lighters tease me with the promise of cigarettes I no longer smoke and 
I keep a box of 19 matches from 1940s Sweden on my dresser. 
They still light up but I try not to. Promise. 
Begonia, Daisy, and Ivy sit in painted pots on a painted shelf on a desk 
littered with papers in the middle of which rest my hands that jab at the 
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keyboard. 
n my left hand I wear a ring my m th r bought D r m in the ho pita! 
gift hop while my ana wa rotting 24 floors above. 
It come from a w den box my father made for me that current! 
h ld : 
3 pair of terling ilver earring 
1 pair f turquoi e earring 
1 huge ceramic flower stud 
9 mismatched earring (I think they'r for my left ear.) 
1 necklace from an old boyfriend 
3 necklace from old friends and 
6 necklaces from my parents. 
There remains one 
Pincushion, 
Checkbook, 
Beta Fi h. 
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THE SHIRE 
~ toppingpollution is not inspin·ng. S ortingyour trash is not inspiring. Cutting down 
on fluorocarbons is not inspin·ng. But this ... thinking of ourselves in a new wqJ) 
thinking of the lvorld in a new wqy ... This ... ) - Daniel Quinn 
I park my car in a pot much farther away than I'd like. All the way 
out there in a t Bumfuck. xcellent, a long a s walk at 7:26 a.m. in 
the freezing fucking cold rain. My hair, still wet from the hasty shower I 
took no Ie than ten minute ago, freezes on the way into my 
penitentiary for the day. one of my cla srooms have windows, I won't 
see day light for another six hours. The bag under my eyes indicate the 
hours of leep I didn't get last night. Every night I stay up entirely too 
late doing homework, just so my adolescent body can wake up at an 
ungodly hour to yield it to the drill ergeant commonly known a 
teachers. I still don't know why I torture myself this way. I wish I didn't 
care. 
The rain on the outside makes the hallways smell like mold. The air is 
hard to breathe, and there' nothing I can do about it. Class, after class, 
after clas . In the two minute in between I see the kids that hover by 
the entrance to the bathroom, waiting to take a drag off a cigarette or 
sell a dime bag to orne overly tru ting cu tomer who won't realize until 
the after- chool celebratory ession that they paid ten bucks for a sack 
McCormick's oregano. I don't think the bathroom dwellers ever even 
go to class. I envy them. While I truggle to con ume algebra and dige t 
Wordsworth, the e guys are in the bathroom moking the good shit 
they'd never actually ell. 
This clique lives on the threshold of being kicked out of chool. nd 
it's not that they're dumb or tupid by any means. Hell, I know most of 
them; they're a teady ource of herb. They just don't give a fuck, and 
the admini tration resents that fact. Myself on the other hand, I only 
pretend not to care. In my comatose tate, I sit through clas e 
mindlessly scribbling notes and li telling to my pen scratch the paper 
rhythmically just to stay awake. omehow I come up with enough 
energy to think, which they strongly disapprove of at the high chool 
level. My thoughts allow me to rebel, something I'm too cowardly to 
enact. 
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I graduate in Ie then three m nth . Then, off to college where I can 
learn m re bull hit about the 'real' w rId. What i 0 fake ab ut the 
world I'm in n w? eem pretty tangible to me. They' eben lying to 
me all along. My life a a young uburbanite ha been cripted ince my 
birth. 0 to chool, get g d grade , and u e tho e g od grade to get 
int c llege, and then get good grad in college 0 you can get a job. 
Get a job, get married, have kid and tart a nice little nuclear famil , 
buy a dog. ive the dog a clever name, lik ' oddamnit.' onfide onI 
in the dog, becau e good 01' Goddamnit won't tell anyone. od dog, 
oddamnit. 
My silent rebellion makes my h ad hurt at the thought that I'm 
expected to fulfill thi prophecy that i the mundane life of a middle 
clas white kid. Luckily the ringing of the bell over the P interrupt my 
thought proces and my teacher. Finally it' lunch time and I get to 
di cu the tragedy of my ituation with a few like-minded peer . 
"Fuck that class, man. ewton taught himself phy ic itting under a 
damn tree outside, why do I have to li ten to orne fat a teach it to me 
in a classroom full of neon light ?" John thinks he' one of the three 
smarte t people alive, along with tephen Hawking and Bruce Lee. 
'CY ou're far from ewton." I wipe a bit of jelly from my lip. I've eaten 
ix PB&], this week. Thanks, Dad. 
" ewton couldn't olve a Rubik's cube in 90 econds, could he?" John 
throws the completed cube in my direction. 
"They weren't invented yet." 
"Whatever. " 
I win. 
We it in ilence for a few moment, and then am joins John and me 
with his tyrofoam tray overflowing with chool lunch. am i a little 
Asian guy that look like he need a pocket protector. I think he buys 
whatever clothes the mannequin at the Gap wears. 'We got any bud for 
after chool?" 
"John doe n't want to talk about it. hit fell through la t night." 
"Dude, talk to that guy Bobby. He' alway in the locker room, and 
he's alway trying to sell." 
"I'm not buying pot at schoo/." 
"P " u y. 
"Fuck you." 
"Fine, I'll do it." 
Score: Me 2, am and John O. ne thing a public education doe teach 
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is competitiveness. Always keep score, in everything. 
Lunch carries on and we continue going back and forth between 
complaining about anything and busting each other's balls. The bell 
rings again, only this time it means trudging through the masses on the 
way to the next class. 
The rest of the day is a blur of statistics and American Government. I 
time travel to the end of the day, rush out of class and into the parking 
lot to rendezvous with Sam and John. You'd think it was a prison break 
the way everyone was rushing to be the next one through the narrow 
doorway. It stopped raining at some point and the sun decided to make 
an appearance. It always takes a few seconds to adjust to the change 
from the artificial lighting to the sun. But fresh air never tastes as good 
as it does when just freshly released. 
"Get the shit?" I ask Sam. 
"Of course. Let's hit the Shire." The Shire is our spot. No one goes 
there without our knowledge. It's tucked back in the woods, concealed 
by the abundant foliage. The natural pathway we've created over the 
course of countless journeys is the lone way to get there. Venture off 
the path and get swept away by the river. Eventually we make it to the 
gigantic rock that sits just next to the flowing water. Above us there is 
just a small sliver of sky. The section of visible sky takes the shape of 
the river since it is the only place nearby where there aren't any trees to 
cover it. Our rock is situated between bends in the river so from the 
rock about a fifty yard stretch of water can be seen. On a bright day 
every stone on the floor is visible through the lucid water. Sure, it's a 
hike to get there, but a little exercise is never a bad thing, so long as it 
doesn't involve going out of your way to do it. 
John sits his lanky frame on a smaller rock that usually serves as a 
throne. I hang my legs off the edge while Sam twists up a little mental 
stimulation for us to puff on. Sam does the honors and sparks up the 
spliff while John and I wait impatiently for our turn. Once properly 
toasted we make ourselves comfortable on the seats nature provides us. 
"This place is awesome. Untouched by the destructive force that is 
mankind. We're killing the earth, man." John picks up a fallen leaf and 
crumbles it in his hands. 
"If every country were as developed as America the earth would fall 
out of orbit. It's just not natural the way we live," I say. 
Sam chimes in, "Imagine if the whole country was still like it is here. 
Life can exist here, everywhere else people run around like chickens 
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with th ir h ad cut off w rIung for the man. Mo t of th m d n't n 
know who th man i ." 
I piggy-back am' id a, "We're no exc ption, man. We're haded 
d wn that arne path. Right n w, the th ught fitting in an ffice all 
fucking day ju t tarn m ney and buy thing ,buy tatu, that make 
me nau u." 
J hn tare blanldy at the river while he talk . ''W ,u right h re, w 
need t tart ur wn c mpany. Be our own 'man. ' I don't know what 
the hell kind of company, but it'd have to be revolutionary." 
"Rev luti nary, h? What d y u want to d , tak r th w rId?" I 
mock John. 
" uck you. I'm just sick f an w ring to veryon. I want pe pIe to 
answer to me, or I ju t d n't want to be bothered by them at all. And 
taking over th world wouldn't b hard, people are tupid. They'll 
beli ve anything." 
" low down, Hitler. ou'r beginning to frighten me." am manage 
to peak thr ugh hi laughter. 
'CY u guy ju t d n't get it." John whine like a little girl. 
''Well explain it to u. nlighten u ." I don't care if John throw a hi y 
fit, I've gotten u ed t them. 
" orget it; it's not worth explaining anything to you two." Hi oic 
rises lightly, "I just know I'm de tined for omething bett r, bigger 
than this shit life." 
"The merican Dr am my friend," I ay in utmo t eriou ne 
"That's not what I had in mind." J hn hoot me a condesc nding 
look. 
''Well it ure ound like it. You do a pr tty poor job of xplaining 
yourself ometime , but maybe we just don't under tand your genius." 
Hi pale face goes red. Without turning to face and directly addre me 
he ay, "I'm n t looking to get rich, that' ju t a byproduct of what I'm 
planning. I'm not ure how, but I'll change the world. Generall p opl 
who do omething of that magnitude become rich, at lea t if they're 
mart about it. I'll make people r alize the fault of their de tructi e 
way, in th proc ridding the world of the corruption that' 
de troying it." 
"I'd love to ee that." I would, really. 
''Well fuck you, man. I'm out of here." He get up, and torms off. In 




core: Me 3,]ohn O. 
''What wa that all about?" 
, ou didn't hear that? You were sitting right there." 
"Man, chill out. 1 wa playing with this bug." am di play a lady bug 
crawling on hi fInger. 
''You would. 1 dunno, ] ohn aid he could ave the world, 1 aid he 
couldn't and h got pi ed. The usual. nly thi time he actually left." 
''Whatever, he'll be back. 1 don't know why he's so pre ed about 
aving th world; we'r all going to end up living on the moon urviving 
on a diet of pill for u tenance as soon a we have the technology." 
"Fuck it, dude. Let' have another joint." 
'1 like the way you think." 
The ound of the flowing river soothes u as we moke. There i 
something to be aid for enjoying the herb of the god in the outdoor . 
nfortunately the sun starts to set and we must leave the hire behind 
for the evening. "Let's go to Wendy's, 1 have the munchies." 
"Delicious." nd then, "Fuck. I can't, 1 have a paper due tomorrow 
that 1 haven't started yet." 
1 drop am off at his house and cruise to my fmal destination. Pulling 
into my driveway I'm greeted by the presence of both my parents' car . 
The sight of their cars makes me feel like I'm about to enter the gates of 
Mordor. 1 make my way through the front door trying not to be seen. 
But to no avail -- the Great Eye spots me. "Hello, on. Have a seat." M 
father is already at the kitchen table while my mother i preparing 
dinner at the tove acro s the room. 
''What' up, Dad?" 
''Y ou tell me. Why'd you get a B on your history exam?" 
"1 can't get's all the time. It wa hard." 
''You can get's all the time; you just need to apply yourself. How are 
you going to urvive college if you can't get an A on your high school 
hi tory te t?" 
''Y ou're right, it won't happen again, sorry. By the way, any chance 1 
could get a turkey sandwich tomorrow? I'm not ure how many more 
PB&] s 1 can eat before I go crazy." 
''Y ou're just going to have to deal with it; thing are tight right now on 
the fInancial front." 
"How much i a pound of deli meat really going to set us back?" My 
mother interjects. 
" ure, then why don't we go out and by a new Benz while we're at it? 
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nd pick me up a bottl of rystal too." 
'CY u'r being unrea nable, dear. I'm not talking about car and 
champagne. little variety wouldn't be 0 bad for the diet of a growing 
by." 
"If it's that important to him, he can get a job and buy it him elf." By 
thi point he's yelling. 
" chool is his job. We should reward him for his hard work, even if 
it's just with a better andwich." 
"He'll get all the reward he needs when he graduates college and 
make hi £ rtune, and then he can eat all the turkey he wants." 
I roll my eye at my father' la t comment and lip up tair to get away 
from the chaos. I can till hear them arguing but try not to li ten to 
what they are actually aying. I pull out my notebook and a copy of The 
Catcher in the Rye and lam them down on my desk. Right about now the 
la t thing I want to do is write a paper. Doing well in school obviously 
did my parent a lot of good; they can't even afford lunchmeat. I begin 
to outline a paper on the ethics of hiring a hooker and not having sex 





I want to cr am at 
The inju tice that my whitenes impo e on 
Thr e year old avajo natives who 
Hate me becau e they think I'm an anglo. 
The stories that I represent are the one that give them nightmare 
I am a mon ter creeping out from underneath their trailer ju t 
Waiting to pounce on them and queeze them like yringe that are 
traded underneath bingo table . 
One little Indian, two little Indian, why are you drunk little Indian? 
Why is your track mark a long as your criminal record and 
Do you still understand the ways of your ance tor or 
Has the influence of the world diluted your en e of unity? 
I understand why you blame my kin color but not why you blame me. 
Just as you cannot help that you are native I cannot help that my 
ancestor were 
now white, and 
That this give me a privileged, poisoned and propaganda-d apple that I 
bit into when I wa five 0 
I could fall into a deep and ignorant slumber while 
You truggled for life in a barren and toxic de ert that you cannot leave 
just so you could believe in your hi tory. And in your idea . 
nd I'm told that idea never die, but I'm thinking that they can change 
and 
It seems to me that you're angrier about my skin than our right 
And to me that eems like a problem but 
I'm told that it' acceptable becau e of all this horror that 
The saturation of my kin tone inflicted on your people but 
By hating you are not olving and ometime I wonder if you want to 
r whether you have given up becau e all you ee are 
Three year old girl who grow up to be addict and then get pregnant 
and after 
nly begin to think about the future that their child will have and 
Thi i a vicious cycle that I cannot olve with your hate 
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nd my n n-und r tanding. 
nd I feel like I'm trying t put t gether a puzzle with piec fall 1Z 
and c lor 
But find it' imp ibl wh n n p1ec b yc tt th ther piece 
b cau e 
n f them killed one f u but 
b dy can the big picture becau 
There ar piece mi ing that were taken out when our c untry that wa 
nce y ur c untry but i now rul d by my leader 
Trad d moral £ r il and right £ r religi n 




I 'm staring at my monitor for about thirty seconds before Dick 
bothers me. His hands curl over the wall. 
"If you stare long enough into the screen, the screen stares back." 
"Dick." 
"Snow's looking for you; I think it's about the Venom page." 
''What?'' 
He shrugs and prances away. 
My new job is in a skyscraper in Times Square, dubbed Time Inc., a 
huge conglomerate publishing fum. The entrance is chic, with cascading 
waterfalls and contemporary art, balloons with happy faces. Gritty heels 
and shopping bags swarm the lobby. I work on the twenty-first floor as 
an ad salesman, designing cosmetic slogans and advertisements for 
Desire magazine. The management is a product of the magazine, with a 
luxurious department that boasts eighteen windows and caricatures of 
runway models walking the halls. 
I look over the Venom layout and check for any slip-ups. Let's see: a 
jazzy snake, a snazzy photo, some green jade, and of course, my 
patented scratch and sniff square-definitely nothing wrong here. 
"Venom perfume for women was created by J ean-J acques Doisneau in 
2006. Venom perfume is a luxurious oriental blend of amber, honey, 
berries, and spices." I grab the bottle on my desk. It sports a green 
jeweled cap with fme gold print. "Ingredients: Triclosan, D eionized 
water, sodium laureth sulfate, ammonium lauryl sulfate, cocamidopropyl 
betaine, lauramide DEA, glycol stearate, glycerin, PEG-7 glyceryl 
cocoate, PEG-7M, hydantoin, citric acid, tetras odium EDT A, sodium 
chloride, and blue 1." I think the scratch and sniff is my making my eyes 
tear, but no more than usual. 
I walk over to Snow's office and prepare for the weird. 
My boss's name is Snow, Snow Peterson. He says it's because his 
parents were hippies, but everyone knows that's a crock of shit. He's a 
powder fiend; he'll bump anything. Ingredients: Special IZ, Coke, PCP, 
and Crystal Methamphetamine, the weapons of choice. He can't work 
without it, fmancially I mean; he's a man on the move. He's married 
with kids and owns a Porsche he can operate with mobile text. From his 
oak desk to the Bronx, he is everywhere and nowhere; reliable if 
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possible, invi ible sometimes, and leazy all the time. 
"Hello? Mr. Peter n?" 
"enry! riling!" e ay, grinning like a plague. I hear he' on 
probation for desecrating a church. 
''You wanted to peak to me?" 
''Yesye yes . lose the door, would you?" 
He paces slowly to his desk and ighs. 
"Henry, I talked with th editors ... and we've glv n thi m 
thought." 
till tanding, taring at th ground. ''Y u nry; I n d you to 
give thi ju t one more try." 
I feel weak now and slightly light-headed, ''W-what d you mean?" 
"Henry. Thi snake i not ju tal go. ur reader need to experience 
Venom. We can't ju t rely on isual anymore; I'm going to need more 
of that scratch and iliff tuff. nd as for th design ... yeah why not, 
give me something fresh. Fresh! Yeah, I like that. Two pag s this time, 
that' right Henry. Henry! Venom! "It's the new air," better than ex 
and cigarettes! I love it! Henry, I want to see Venom in every hom . 
You got that?" 
" h, K., yeah." 
"Great! You know what I mean! Terrific!" 
I lowly walk back to my cubicle and sit down, poignantly 1 oking at 
my creen. My desk is covered with boxe upon boxe of enom. I had 
previously ordered seven test samples, but they sent me seven boxes. 
Three crates, twenty-four bottles in each one. 
few bottles are on my desk, so I carefully pick one up and remov 
the cap. The fragrance wafts through me. It mell putrid. I take a hug 
whiff and a migraine hits . uddenly the light are blinding and th 
monitor blurs out. With the screen di torted, I lean back and try to clo e 
my eyes. 
A quick slap to the back jolts me forward. 
"Hey Henry!" D ick grins, tilting over my shoulder. 
''Wow buddy, talk about sleeping on the job!" He say, laughing alon 
"Dick, please leave. I'm not feeling well." 
He ignores me and grabs a spare bottle. ''Whoa, Whoa buddy, is thi 
Venom? How much is this stuff worth anyway?" 
Blood rushes to my head. 
"Henry, why didn't you tell me? You know I bet we could make a 
pretty penny with these samples . . . " 
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I kindly a k again. "Dick. I feel dizzy, not right now, please, 1. .. " 
Hi rant c ntinue . "My wife ha been going on and on about this crap 
and let me tell you ... " 
1( . Fin , fuck thi . 
"Dick, plea e, just stop." lurring my word, a I grab a bottle from 
the desk and slam it again t hi temple. H e falls to the ground, moaning 
loudly. 
1( . 0 I grab another bottle and pitch it at a window. The sma h i 
clean, 1 aving only jagged gla and yrupy re idue. Another bottle at 
Dick' window and the cent spread . I grab the crate and walk to the 
Hallway of ditors. L ng legs run to Dick, asking him if he's dead or 
not. 
I strut down the hall, crate in arm, tossing Venom after Venom into 
office after office, Johnny ppleseeding every corridor. The office are 
high authority with mith on burgundy carpets and Mu tadio book 
helves. Most of the bottles break, other ju t injure. The shattering 
noi e i rewarding. rna h. 01(, every home in America. mash. I can't 
even mell it anymore. 
"Free sample! Free amples!" 
mash. 
" 'mon people! Thi shit is expen ive!" 
rna h. 
People cover their mouths and start to curry away. 
I keep making the round until every bottle is broken. The ooze tam 
the carpet a muddy brown. 
veryone on the floor begin to wheeze and choke. 
woman creams, "Plea e! o! I have a thma!" and I throw a couple 
more in her direction. 
chaotic din ensues as the more I smash, the more it fumigate . I 
suppo e the pa t month paid off, it seem I gained immunity to thi 
"luxuriou blend of tear gas." People are crawling to the exits. Bridgett 
the intern holds a Prada scarf to her face. 
I fmally reach the end of the hall and now i blocking my path. 
"Henry, calm down ... alright? I don't know what the he!! you're doing, 
but I'm about to call ecurity, 0 just wai--" 
rabbit punch to the jugular and he's on his knee, ga ping for air. I 
kick him and pit on the marTec fax. mployees are looking at me 
with wide-eyes and ID card swaying. I turn to them and they all 
hudder, or vomit. That's right, Jennifer. Today I am King, a I<night 
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Templar, a enghi Khan. he' too far away to explain, and crawl off. 
I gleefully snatch a few more b ttles, un crewing the caps, and 
trewing it over b dies like holy water. The enom hits and voice are 
soon muffled by incessant crying. Their office receive the arne 
treatment. Ingredients: I odak family photos, G-5 computer with 
Zelest Plasma screens, lilac felt notice boards, a Maximus 1(-50 Hole 
Puncher, orted meri tar binder , Hirohito projectors, green harpies, 
tale coffee mugs, and a small stain on my new hucks. 
Further investigation with Venom led me to the bathroom, where 
whispers and numerous limbs hid in the stall . I quietly lob a bottle in 
each tall, tripping the coughing frenzy that trie to run. I leave with 
orne additional anarchy, break a mirror, or keep a faucet running. 
An hour passes and most have escaped; the rest are unconscious. I 
continue to smash bottle after bottle. mash. God forbid it goes to 
waste. mash. My arm is getting tired, and I take a break in now's 
chair. I light a Rigarro cigarette and hope Venom isn't flammable. 
nows got a Z-Net TV in here. 
It defaults to Fox ew . Breaking story: "TH W T RR RI M: 
C TI C WARFARE". Ugh. Click. C N, "Toxic Tower: The 
Venom Epidemic". Click. BC: "Poison Perfume Leads to Hostile 
Takeover, Four Hostages till Alive." Click. I think I can hear a 
helicopter. I jump out of the seat and walk to the corner window. 
othing, not a sound in sight. 
Bbbbbbrrrrrriiiiinnnngggg. Bbbbbbrrrrrriiiiinnnngggg. The phone 
echoes. I waltz over and pick it up. 
"H LLO, H LL ! AM I P Ala G TO H RY?" 
'COY es, hi." 
"THI I FBI AG T ]ACI( WALT R ." 
"Hi Steve. You think you could stop shouting?" 
"OK. What is it you want?" 
''What are you talking about?" 
'COY ou've got four hostages up there and a weapon we can only guess is 
your own concoction-" 
" 0 it's not, it's Venom." 
"We know its venom! But what is it, really?" 
"Um .. .it' a proprietary blend." 
''Who are your correspondences?" 
''Wh ~ I " at. 0, no one, ... 




Steve is stalling. 
"Just release the hostages and no one will get ... " 
I slam the phone down and grab another crate of Venom. I run to the 
stairwell and throw a cluster bomb, followed by six rounds near the 
elevators. I sprinkle some around the perimeter and a few by the 
reception desk. I'd say thirty seconds left. 
I sit back in Snow's chair, keeping an eye on the main entrance. 
The helicopter is louder than ever as walkie-talkies shout my name, 
garble, screech-"GO! RECO !"-end screech. Maybe if I plead 
insanity I could poison the court room, make a statement. 
The stair door opens and men with black boots pour out. Ingredients: 
half tactical vest, five helmets, bits of MP-5 sub machine gun, and gas 
masks. They open the door and scatter like roaches. 
Screech-'We've got six down."-screech. 
Moving fast, they swarm each room. 
I'm slowly twirling in my seat when a unit enters the room. End 
twirling. He points his gun at me and accentuates every word, loudly. 
"Hands Behind Your Head, Asshole." 
The rest of the troops surround the office and all I can do is smile. 
Two in front, three in the back, and they proudly escort me down the 
stairwell. 
The walls are coated with a thin layer of slime and my vision is blurred 
again. But no matter now, our readers need to experience Venom. 
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DRAGON MAGIC 
, ' Look Caroline! It's your ride!" 
It's funny how five words can cause a person's heart to speed 
up, and her blood to pound in her ears so that she can't think straight. I 
felt a strange sensation in the pit of my stomach, a mixture of joy and 
pain that I did not understand, even as I took a deep breath to calm 
myself. 
The details surrounding that moment are not as clear in my mind as 
they once were, after several year of removal from the scene. My 
parents insist that I was only about twelve, and we were at Dorney Park 
in northern Pennsylvania. I could swear that I was sixteen, and the 
family was on our annual trip to Morey's Pier in Wildwood, ew 
Jersey. My brother thinks he wa ten, which would make me fourteen, 
and only just entering high school. But I remember those five word , 
and I remember the instant sense of recognition that coursed through 
my body like an electric shock. 
I did not need to follow Mom's pointing finger to know what she was 
talking about. I had been staring at the ride for the past six minutes, 
trying to get up the nerve to walk over and get into line with the other . 
This was not as easy as it might sound. Tickets were not an issue, since 
Dad had already purchased the bracelet that gave u carte blanche to 
go on any ride in the park. Nor was the line that long, since the ride had 
just been boarded and the gate shut. In fact, there wasn't any line at all 
at the moment. The problem was the ride itself. 
I'm too old. I thought, straining my eyes for the sight that I knew would 
end my resolve to stay away as soon as I saw it. What will other people 
think? A teenager simply did not get into line to ride a kid's merry-go-
round. Bright orange tigers and proud yellow lions were not the usual 
fare for a girl who had long ago abandoned the balloon Ferris Wheel in 
exchange for a serpentine roller coaster. "I see it," I said. 
'CY ou used to love that ride," Dad said. He smiled at me. 'CY ou rode it 
seven or eight times once. Remember?" 
Did I remember? Of course I did! And it wasn't seven or eight times, it 
was more like fifteen or sixteen. I had been stubborn and wouldn't take 
no for an answer even when it seemed that what I wanted so 
desperately would never occur. But that was then, when I wa eight 
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years old and p rmitted to be a fool, and this-
The ride turned again, and it came into view: leek, gleaming, gr en 
scales; high, proud wings; wide-open mouth with gli tening white teeth; 
long serpentine tail. The dragon. It looked xactly a I remember d it, all 
those year ago, when I watched from the back of the tiger, or the lion, 
r the horse, dreaming as it flew in front of me, always out of reach. My 
stomach clenched, and I felt my heart begin to pound again. I knew I 
was doomed. 
Who cares what people think? I took a quick gulp of the root beer I was 
holding and passed it to my watching mother. "I think I might just go 
for a ride," I said, "for old time's sake." 
I tried to be nonchalant: Just a girl reliving a pleasant pa t time. I might 
get on or I miglit not, it all depended. And the choice had ab olutely 
nothing to do with that beckoning beast. I didn't care whether I got to 
ride on it or not. It didn't matter. 
I wa n't fooling anybody, and I knew it. Mom took the half-full cup, 
grinning openly now. "Have fun," she said. 
I laughed nervously and headed for the entrance to the ride. I did not 
laugh because I was worried. I had no need to be. I would be the fIrst 
on the ride, and I would be able to pick whatever animal I chose. But 
her words had invoked a stirring within me, hinting at the real rea on 
that I had hesitated for so long. 
It wa n't because of what people would think. I had never cared what 
people outside the family thought of what I did, and I certainly wasn't 
about to start caring now. Besides, I wasn't that old. It was because of 
what I would think. I was not the starry-eyed little girl I had been when 
I last stood in a line and watched the dragon whirl in front of me, 
tantalizingly close. I was older now, and I knew that the magic found in 
such moments came not from the ride itself, but from the belief held in 
the heart of the rider. What if I couldn't go back? What if, in trying to 
relive one of the most wonderful moments in my past, I destroyed it? 
The dragon was just a hunk of plastic, after all. nd it wasn't e en that 
pretty. It was a memory, nothing more. And I already knew the co t of 
playing with memories. 
I glanced up and saw my parents watching me, grinning. Slowly, I 
grinned back. If I could enter a fantasy world in my dreams than I could 
certainly ride a fantasy creature in my waking moment . Magic wa n't 
something you 10 t as you got older. It just got harder to call out of its 
hiding place. I would get on that dragon, and I would enjoy myself. nd 
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I would not look at the plastic wings. 
Behind me, the line had begun to form, and I could hear excited 
voices calling out to parents as the ride began to slow down. I smiled, 
preparing to get on. And then I heard it. 
"Look, there it is! Aren't its wings beautiful?" 
''Yes, they are. Maybe this time you'll be able to ride it." 
Maybe this time. 
I closed my eyes, trying to block out the words. But they had already 
penetrated. And with them, came an echo of words I had heard only a 
few minutes before. You rode it seven or eight times once. Remember? 
M aybe this time. 
I clenched my fists and took a breath, then turned slowly to look at 
the people who had spoken, already knowing from the high-pitched 
sound of the first voice what I would see. She stood there with her 
hand clasped firmly in that of a much older female, possibly a sister, 
more likely her mother. She had the desperate, longing look I knew all 
too well, and she was panting, as if she had just run around from the 
exit of the ride very quickly. Her companion's look was also familiar. 
The wearied resignation of someone who knew that her young charge 
would insist on going on this ride again and again, racing to be first in 
line, to be the one who got to choose her steed, until she gained the 
coveted place between those sweeping wings. And only one animal on 
the entire merry-go-round had wings. 
Maybe this time y ou'll get to ride it. 
Memory is a funny thing. A person can close her eyes and see some 
scenes quite clearly years later, while others, that seemed so important at 
the time, fade away completely within a few months, sometimes within 
a few days, or even a few hours. But there is a saying that nothing is 
ever lost, only mislaid. And sometimes memories, even those that have 
been buried for years, can return just when you least expect them to. 
They come creeping slowly out of the dark to wash over the 
unsuspecting mind, carrying with them all their attendant emotions of 
fear, or joy, expectation or despair. They are unavoidable, and 
unforgiving. And however much you may want to ignore the message 
they carry, you can not deny your own heart. 
Maybe this time. 
I swallowed, and looked into the echo of my own eyes. 
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I wa eight. My parents and I stood together in D orney Park 
watching the merry-go-round whirl in front of us. I had just noticed it 
for the flrst time, and I was enthralled. As oon a it stopped, I hurried 
to be flrst in line, not taking my eyes off the gleaming green dragon. 
But I was not flrst. A crowd of older boys got in front of me. And 
there wa only one dragon. 
The boy with the blue baseball cap got it, while his three friends took 
the two tigers and an elephant. I ended up on the horse. 
ot to be deterred, I do ed my eyes and imagined that I was riding a 
unicorn, or maybe a pegasus. The horse went up and down, and if I 
tried very hard, I could imagine that we were flying. I petted the mane, 
and tried not to feel too disappointed. After all, it wasn't the horse's 
fault that I had ended up with my third choice. As soon as the ride 
stopped, I headed for the entrance, sure that this time I would get to ride 
the dragon. 
My parents encouraged me, calling out to me which way to run when 
the gate opened and everyone poured inside, urging me to run faster. 
But the dragon hardly ever stopped right in front of the entrance, and 
eight-year-old leg are no match for the long limbs of older children, 
who had ears that heard the same directions as well as mine did. And 
dragons were popular that year. 
On my second try, I got the tiger, displacing one of the four boys, all 
of whom had also raced to take the ride again. They continued to do so 
until all four of them had ridden the dragon. On my flfth try I got the 
tiger again, beat out this time by another girl who was about three years 
older than 1. I troked the orange ear and glared at her back, wishing I 
wa a fa ter runner. 
After a while, the conte t stopped being fun. I hated the elephant 
most of all, because it was on the opposite side of the ride from the 
dragon, and when I rode it I couldn't even get a glimpse of a green 
scale. 
"Come on, Caroline!" Mom called, "Don't give up! Maybe this time 
you'll get itl" 
I had no intention of giving up. I was stubborn, and I didn't care that 
I had run around to the entrance without success flfteen or sixteen 
times. I would get the dragon eventually, even if I had to wait all day. By 
this time the operator was well aware of my wish, and he tried to help 
me by showing me where the dragon wa. But he had to be fair to all 
his customers, and he couldn't do anything about the fact that I had 
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smaller leg than almost everyone else. If someone in front of me 
wanted to ride the dragon, there was nothing that the operator could 
do. 
t this moment the miracle occurred. I was standing second in line, 
and praying desperately that the person in front of me had developed a 
sudden interest in a lion, or maybe a giraffe. But I knew that she hadn't. 
I had seen her watching the dragon, too. 
"Maybe this time, Caroline!" Mom called again. "Maybe this time 
you'll get to ride it! Just keep your eyes on the wings, and make sure 
you see where it stops." 
I smiled and waved, wondering if it would be fair to trip the awful 
person in front of me so that she wouldn't be able to run that fast. And 
at that precise moment, that person turned around and looked at me. 
"Do you want to ride the dragon?" 
Did I? For a moment I couldn't speak I just nodded. Then I found 
my voice. ''¥ ou're in front of me." It was an accusation, but I wasn't in 
the mood for being polite. I had been here a while. And she had just 
arrived. And I was going to lose out. Again. 
The person studied me for a moment, and then, as the ride began to 
slow down, she stepped aside. "Not anymore." 
I stared at her in shock 
"Go ahead of me. I'll hold the others back" 
She winked. I felt a sudden warmth spread through my chest. This 
wonderful person, whom I had been contemplating tripping, was going 
to give me the dragon! I smiled, suddenly not at all weary, and raised 
my head. 
''¥ ou're sure?" 
"I've been there." 
The words were soft, almost as if she hadn't intended to be 
overheard, and I blinked, not understanding. Then I shrugged. It 
wasn't my business what she meant. 
"TI-IANKS!" I pushed ahead, and as soon as the ride stopped, I ran 
towards those gleaming wings. 
It was the best ride of my life. 
The past echoed the present in the meeting of two sets of eyes, and I 
knew that I was doomed. 
Mqybe this time y ou)11 get to ride it. 
I glanced at the dragon one last time, as it slowed to a stop a few feet 
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fr m the gat . me part f my mind n ticed th ddity f that and 
w nd r d h w many law f a erage had ju t b en bl wn. The re t f 
m turn d back to th girl, and t k a I w breath. 
"Do you want t ride the drag n?" 
Magic never die , it ju t change. nd th j y in a y ung girl' eel 




I've longed for it like winter longs for pring 
To cut it cold embrace with shoots that grow 
Unflinching in their progress; opening 
Their colored fmgers over dull grey snow. 
For when the warm light touches frozen ground 
It melts to let the dream it once held fly 
Away from strife and pain with wings unbound 
And inging voices ri ing to the sky 
Whose shadowed eyelids part with smiling ease 
And raindrops change their name to joyful tears 
As whispered laughter echoe through new leaves 
Of trees that haven't seen the sun in years. 
Still, darkne s waits beneath with bated breath, 





Tri ck Barrett 
THE SEASONS OF LOVE 
Argument 
Why i the mea ure of love loss? Why is everything judged by pain? 
ne can ay that one love , but one will never know how much 
love one has until it is gone. Love is like a single piece of a jig aw puzzle 
-- its valu become fully apparent only after one ee the hole that it 
leaves. When one looks at a complete puzzle, he never focuses on the 
individual piece , only on the image in it entirety; but when even a 
ingle piece i rills ing, that hole dominates the viewer's attention. 
The truth i that the measure of love is loss, but why? 
The Recession of Summer 
The month is early ovember, and the trees have shed their pale 
canopie like straw hat. All foliage ha died and rotted to the point of 
brown, but the snow is late thi year -- it has yet to cover the landscape 
in it frigid blanket. 
nd she is gone. He knows this and he knows that it is the cause of 
hi de pair. And such is the cau e of the late now. She has gone with 
the season , fled along with the wind and probably with some new 
lover. 
0) he thinks, she would never do such a thing to me. 
But the thought of the wind triggers a memory -- a memory of that 
other fateful wind that once blew through their hair whilst they lay 
together atop the quilt of fallen leaves --leave that were the children of 
that grim eptember. He still remembers how beautiful she looked. He 
remember her hair, auburn with tints of red and orange throughout, 
cut so that it was only a few centimeters long. Back then, hi hair had 
been a brilliant robin's-egg blue with dark splashes of leafy green, and 
he had let it grow long. But now, though still long, his mane was an 
ugly, white-grey color that contrasted her hair as dra tically as a salt lick 
does a ruby. nd he remembers her breath, a cool, pleasant breeze that 
caressed his cheek; his breath was just a frigid, bitter winter gale that 
brutally slapped away any face that it happened to touch. 
"1 gues we ju t weren't made for each other," he mumbles softly. 
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H think ab u t h w h wa a w rk f art, and h w h mu t have 
dimm d h r perb cti n. He think f h w he wa a hirung tar, and 
h w he ju t wall w d up h r brilliance. 
"I gu w ju t w r n't mad for each ther," he r peat with a 
ch k d v ic . "I gu y u ju t d n't 1 m anymore." 
H r m mb r lying with h r in b d, side by ide with the 10 f hi 
lib , r memb r th way that h mild, the wond rful c nt of damp 
br wn 1 a and c 1 wath f healing wind. remember g ing 
plac with h r, rem mb r hi quix tic way f p rung d r for her 
and th mall, flatt r d, j vial laugh that he w uld alwa gi e in 
r p n t hi d ing o. 
r m mb rand h weep . nd a th tear tream from hi eye, 
th t mp ratur f the r m dr p tremend u ly, and fr t appear on 
rything. -t ntually, en th tear fr ez n hi face, turning the 
mall dr pI t int glimmering hard of diamond. 
nd h curl up in a c rn r, away fr m th center f th r m, to be 
alon with hi t ar . the tear continue to fall and a th fro t b gin 
t turn t ic, th ut id f th tr e that rve a hi home i dying. 
nd th re i a fram tanding n th table be id hi b d, and in it, 
there lie on, fr t-bitten ph to f hi 1 v r itting cro -legged with a 
ketchpad in her lap. 
nd h r member omething that he had to tell omeone aryl ng 
tim ago, omething that hurt almo t a much a thi did. 
nd h whi p r , not to h r, but to him If "I don't want to touch 
y ur h art, I don't know where it' been. ' 
The Resting Place of Autumn 
nd from far abov , amid the cloud and thunder torm he watch . 
h watch hi outbur t with an expre ion full of pain on her face, 
and h hake h r head. he cannot b joyou, not wh n the one that 
h 10 i ufD ring o. 
or he do till 10 e him, no matter what he think ,and he will 
alway 10 him - but h ha forgotten the rea on that he had to lea e. 
Oh 11)ei0 her mind cold her. What did you expect? H e forgets e 1) year. 
ery ear, he forg t that h mu t 1 a e him. ot becau e he doe n't 
10 e him, but b cau e that i the wa) that th world work . If he had 




o he watches him, shivering and trembling in the corner of his 
room, and she too begins to weep. 0 matter how evasive her 
maneuver, he cannot avoid this horrible ache that cannibalistically 
devour the heart that gave it birth. 
That}s a good one} she thinks. The matricide of the soul. 
Her tears are a sweet, golden-brown, and they turn her cheeks sticky, 
as if with sugar. he sticks out her tongue and catches one of them 
before it drizzles past her lips. Her tears both smell and ta te of fresh 
cider. 
"1 love you, my darling, 1 truly do! 1 promise this isn't my decision; 
I'm sorry! I'm so sorry," she obs fitfully. "I'm so sorry" 
Rejoining and Rejoice 
Six Months Later - in Late Mqy 
There are really only two seasons: Summer and Autumn. Winter is the 
depression that Summer feels when Autumn is taken away from him, 
and Spring is hi re-awakening. 
He is still cowering in the corner when he hears someone open the 
door to his room, but he doesn't even lift his head to identify the 
newcomer. However, as he hears footsteps approaching his huddled 
form, his curiosity supersedes his apathy. He stares through the sheet of 
frozen tears that covers his eyes, and, through the wavering pattern, can 
make out a pair of feet, clad in soft leather, striding towards him. 
Wherever the feet fall, the frost-coated ground melts, giving the walker 
a wide, circular berth. 
He feels a pair of hands on his shoulders, and, were he able to stiffen, 
he would. He still cannot see the phantom owner of this my terious 
quartet of hands and feet, and that makes him nervous. But then, the 
bare arms wrap around him, oblivious to the cold from both the room 
and the living ice-sculpture that they are embracing. 
And he hears a voice whisper in his ear, "I'm home darling." 
At [ust, he does not recognize the voice, but as soon as he does, he 
believes that he is hallucinating. 
It can}t be her) she}s gone} he thinks desperately. And of course, right on 
cue, something bla ts that thought from his mind like a pressure-washer 
stuck in his ear. 
The pair of lips that belong to the phantom appendages embracing 
him drifts down until they reach his own, ice-coated mouth. Even 
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though he can now see who thi intruder is, the kiss that those lips 
deliver dispels any need for visual confumation. It is her. 
The frost-covered ice that coats every part of his body begins to melt, 
and soon there are streams of water running down his form. But he is 
impatient. he stands back as he blinks, breaking the ice coating his 
eyes, and starts to stand. hattered ice falls away from him in chunks as 
he moves for the first time in six months and blinks the sharp, cold 
shards of ice from his eyes. 
Finally, he stands, fully thawed and yet soaked through to the marrow. 
But all he does is gaze, stupefied, at his long-absent lover and throw his 
arms about her. He begins to cry again, but this time, his tears do not 
freeze. Not even the coldest winter wind can freeze tears of joy. 
His hair has returned to its original crystalline-blue and fmally, things 
are right again. The pair of elemental eidolons remain wrapped in each 
other's arms for what seems like an eternity, until he pulls away to gaze 
at her face, the reflection of his pain has already fled his own 
countenance. He kisses her, his once-violet lips now full of color, and 
the rest of the world awakens from an unusually harsh Winter only to 
be thrown headfust into Summer; for he has found his Autumn, and 
nothing can part that kind of true love. 




My body will not break -- you will starve 




You don't feel the pain you cause us 
Reasoning 
blunder but 
You can't see the shame in god's face 
And can't see the god in yours 
Shielded from the pain I feel for you 
I feel for you 
I can't feel without you 
Or see me without you there 
But you gotta crack so I can stop lying to Us 
Otherwise I'll starve 
And my body will be a totality 
Unbroken yet 
Fragmented 
And so muddled 
That the righteous 
choke and die 
On the bones of Cannibals 
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VARIOU I M 
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THE MYSTERIOUS AVOCADO 
Sitting slouched and darkly taring, 
Mysterious bruises of black and green, 
The Avocado gazes at its neighbor fruit. 
oft Peach, with its pitiful beard, 
Dares not make contact, 
While spineless Banana ju t looks away 
With not even its usual foolish grin, 
Not even angry Tomato, full of 
Fiery insults, dares to glare back. 
Quiet, yet imperial Avocado need say no word, 
Just leaning, watching, and surveying, 
That unknown, standoffish, dark produce. 
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TIME FOR THE MAGIC SHOW 
O ranges have so much potential. 
How consumed with his art he mu t have been. Mu t have seen 
a sculpture in everything. Who can fathom an artist's purpose? What 
was the thinking man thinking about? tomach gyrations? ick. Maybe I 
need something more to eat, rather than just the saltines and ginger ale. 
I there a sculpture somewhere of a saltine? I can see it being artistic. 
quare, dimples and bumps of salt, serrated edge . Stumbling there, but 
not in a stumbling way to others. People would call it a implistic 
masterpiece, a piece of art from our everyday lives. At least my everyday 
life, or at least my life for the past few days . I don't think I want to see a 
saltine sculpture. Sweatshirt in the trash can. 
K.eep crawling, Le-Ioo. Poor diva, oozing blue blood. Always, the 
beautiful thing are destroyed by the ugly. Is that true? 19:55. Time in 
movies is hardly ever the same as real time. 20 minutes 'til the bomb 
goes off; it's only 5 or so. I'm just supposed to suspend my disbelief, I 
guess. Laugh at the villain ... he forgot to check the box again. I would 
have checked the box. How heavy were the stones? In real life? Or how 
heavy were they in the movie, because it's different. Nauseous. The 
props, they could be very light, or heavy. But in the movie, the actors 
make them weigh differently. Is that life too? The very essential quality 
of life, in the hands of different actors ... aren't we all actors, according 
to Shake peare? In the hands of one of us or another, life can be 
beautiful, or ugly, or well-u ed, or wasted. But who is the judge? Am I 
going to puke again? Each of us has a different scale, determined by our 
own use of life. 
Put the peels in the food disposal. 
Grind up your skin to scent the house. A kaleidoscope of judgments. 
This is why we must all live according to our own determinants, because 
who is right? Maybe one person, maybe none. 18. But there is no way to 
be sure; any lifestyle could work for anyone. You must please yourself. 
What a ridiculous character! A man named Ruby. Funny how in 
movies, names of characters relate somehow to the innermost 
personality of the person. Real people aren't that way. Well, sometimes 
they are. Nicholas. But do they grow to become their names? If we 
didn't know our names until we were older, would we grow up 
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dif£ rently? R bin. 0 doubt. dorky name sometimes creates a dorky 
child . .. other make fun, hape him into what he is not so they have an 
obj ct t laugh at. r maybe that' wrong. Incorrect. Life i n't like the 
movie , I kn w. But ometim I expect it to be ... throw many kinks 
into my relation hip . 
0, andra, very moment you see Mike will not be accompanied by a 
romantic tring orche tra. 
ot even a soundtrack. The oundtracks of our lives ... the notion is 
illy. But wouldn't you enj oy it for a day? oughing. 
In the bathr om, that's where he i . 
That' the thing with these wi hes, you have to qualify them. Always a 
genie lurking there, willing to grant a wi h in exactly the way you didn't 
mean it. You want a car? k, your iter' dead. Have hers. Oranges in 
the garden, whole, like aster eggs, hidden besides the rushes or 
whatever they are. n the other ide of the path, peels. Before and after. 
In ane a ter bunny hiding oranges. What's inside? What treasure? 
range pulp, eaten by maggots. Would Rodin sculpt the rotten inside of 
a garden-left orange? I believe Picasso might paint it. Probably in blue. I 
how my ignorance of Pica 0' work ... squeezable grape jelly. Are we 
thi lazy? r i it truly a time- aver, a mess-preventer? Like the electric 
toothbrush my mom tells me actually helps get the plaque off. 
Are you sure it' not just another invention for the lazy 
American? 
Very funny. 
ven though I coff at things like that, I till use them. Hypocritical. I 
enjoy po e sion ,especially hiny new ones. I gue I'm a product of 
my environment. Americon umwhiteculturbuyrific. Myself, I am a 
product. Created to buy. Products con uming products. haped by 
Madi on ve. to need things. I hate it. I'd much rather live in ature, 
naturally. Lie. pider the size of a half-dollar in my sleeping bag. Tick 
behind my left knee, never seen-except the target. Crawling, tickling, 
frightening. 0, I need my barrier. window is the only thing between 
you and the world. We take that responsibility seriously. ndersen 
Window . I don't want to be eparated from the world, but yet it i 
neces ary. ecessary? For my sanity. creature, a product of my 
environment. My environment is not the environment at all. Anti-
environment. Well, I get outdoors more than many. City girl, she called 
me. an I help that I didn't grow up with the Connecticut tate orest 
across the treet from my house? I don't want to be a city girl. I'm not. I 
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ju t d n't lik bug. Wh r elid my nd a ring g t me? Iaybe m 
appr val. D flnit ly Lym Di a . Kn n er the am . Le-l ha a 
gr at pint. What i w rth a ing? L e, Bruc Willi ay . That ery 
g d, w rth a ing. R din aid 1 e wa n thing m r than c up ling; 
th re t i nic , but n t p rtin nt. oupling lik ex? r ju t pairing ff? 
Thi s m ry cynical f y u, ugu tu . It eem n p r n in I e 
c uld e r ay uch a thing. L i n,t p r£ ct, but it' n f th b t 
thing w 'v g t. gain, m oplmon. th r eli agre . Wind bl w 
yell w, arth gr n, wat r blue. Put d wn the match! M 1 dramatic.£ 01. 
But then, it' n t realli£ ,i it? D 
What' the u f a ing lib when u de troy it? I d n't know 
1 ve. 
the pert ct w man; he i fragile . ven the p rfect w man i 
fragile. What me age i thi? Do I mi con true e erything t mak it 
eX! t, r raci t, or homoph bic? 62 miles from impact. ould that b 
right? 
I flnd it hard to believ that it wouldn't be pull d into orbit at 62 
mil . 
Tru . 
D ark bark, pink bloom. en rain in the spring i b tt r; enli en 
natur' palette. unlight. W uld color exi t with ut light? . What 
c lor are thing in the dark? re th y colored? ot from the city. 
r en, like night-vi ion goggle. wig the anada Dry. Dry in a drink; 
how oxymor nic. hark cream? 
verything 10 t i meant to be found. 
How profound of you, Tombraider. H pped-up Indiana Jone ,if ou 
a k me. x bject. ot that Indy wa n't, I uppo e. h, he wa nic r 
looking. d nture like that don't exi t in real life, but we ar taught to 
think tuff that xciting i po sible. 
What i that? 
It' mine. 
bviously our heroin ha a Ie on to 1 arn; no good per on would 
say omething like that! 0 h ro would. h, to meet half th heroe 
from hi tory. I'd bet mo t of them weren't nice at all. Y t, we envi ion 
them that way. et ofB ccompli hing good de d doe not mean ou 
are a good per on, or nice. How trang of u to think thi way. Life 
i n't that ea y, not black and whit. 0 ea button. 0 abracadabra. I 
have too much homework. How did mock get off? 




Burnt my tongue on an overeager sip 
of complimentary coffee; played the sore 
against tooth and cheek and gums 
as I waited for you-who-never-arrived. 
An hour later, the coffee's gone, and I abandon 
the cup to the (your) empty seat. 
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A blar didn't even pass his examination on testicles. I passed. I had 
the highest grade in the class. He didn't even know how the 
testicles cool off when they get too hot. Cremasteric reflex. He didn't 
even know that when one is cross sectioned, the testis looks a lot like an 
oven mitt. Yet he got picked to be the castration official. I think it's 
because he has tiny hands, very precise. But he didn't even know that 
by cutting the scrotum at just the right angle you can prevent the vas 
deferens from spitting blood and semen all over the place, saving the 
official from quite a mess. They teach those things to children these 
days. Yet Ablar still got the position over me. 
Maybe it was because Ablar was first in his class for Knifing Things 
That Probably Shouldn't Be Cut in the First Place, but that was an easy 
class. Only jocks or people with tiny hands took that class. What really 
bothers me is that I didn't even get Castration Assistant. That was 
given to Resscas, who, even more so than Ablar, didn't deserve that 
position, or any position at all. She didn't pass her examination on 
testicles either, did mediocre at best on her Mopping Up Bodily Fluids 
final, and worst of all, she didn't even get a single point on the multiple 
choice What Color Is This Quiz quiz. If she can't even tell what color 
she was staring directly at, how is she supposed to distinguish between a 
suturing needle and a testicle clamp? Yet she still got the position over 
me. 
Maybe it was because Resscas was first in her class for Eating Things 
That Probably Shouldn't Be Ingested, but that class was a joke. Only 
jocks and color blind people took that class. What really bothers me is 
that Anyat got the red namer position. I'd much rather have been red 
namer over a stupid old Castration Assistant. I used to dream of 
walking around pointing out things that are red. Look at that funny 
alcoholic on the bench, I'd say. His nose is red. Or look at that dog's 
erection. It is most clearly a vibrant shade of red. And all the 
possibilities of red. A vermilion fmgernail, a crimson lipstick smudge, a 
cerise placenta. But I will not be placing tiny signs on these objects 
identifying that they are a variation of red. Anyat will, most unjustly, 
have that pleasure. He did horrifically on the Attaching Tiny Objects 
With Even Tinier Pins exam, while I placed them with the precision of 
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a a ned ca trati n fficial. Hi thumb, far t 0 big for hi hand 
alway eemed to get in the way. He didn't ven how up £ r th How 
t Point Things ut ing nly n Index ing r nd Loud a p 
seminar, which wa orated by the late oyo rthen, who wa h t b a 
criminal when oyo caught him red handed. I found it to be mo t 
intere ting and highly informati e, my index fmger now w 11 
c nditi ned and my ga p much more piercing. I surpa ed him in 
ev ry a pect, yet nyat till got the po ition 0 er me. 
Maybe it wa becau e nyat wa fir t in hi cla £ r ra ping bject 
That re Probably Illegal In orne tate To ra p, but that cla wa 
far too plebian. nly jock and people who ha e abnormall large 
digit took that cla . What really bothers me i that I didn't g t to be 
th n zzit wrangler. Marva, the needle-haired mon ter of a woman, 
got that po ition. I'd much rather be a nozzit wrangler than point at 
dog erection all day. I can imagine it now. hasing after nozzit with 
a hand full of m tal chain and a look on my face that a I'm better 
than you becaus I run after large green ball of fur with reckless 
abandon and the intent to beat them unmercifully. I'm well aware that 
the average nozzit i round, about four feet in diameter, with gr at 
tuft of green hair covering the entirety of it body, including it 
genitalia. I'm well aware that, traveling on thirty short leg extending 
from all side of it' body, the nozzit will always be tanding up, which 
i u eful as the leg that are touching the ground rarely work in uni on. 
And I, a I am credited for in the book "Let The Chains Do The 
Talking: The Hi tory of The nozzit," found that, blind and full of 
lu ciou meat which can be pulled directly from the tomach without 
them putting up much of a fu s, the nozzit make the perfect 
beneficiary of the word "wrangling." anta tic word. But Marva will be 
wrangling the e terrifically incapable Tranglazoid, not me. he didn't do 
very well at all on her Beating Things which Had It Coming To Them 
fmal. I did exceptionally well, bating thing that didn't e en know they 
had it coming. or did he excel on her Baiting nd Trapping The 
Blind exam. Yet he till got the po ition over me. 
Maybe it wa becau e Marva wa fir t in her cla at winging bject 
Which Probabl houldn't Be wung In ocial etling, but that cla 
wa cake. nly jocks and people who resemble porcupine took that 
cla . What really bothered me wa the fact that art ky got the pu 
farmer job. I ha e much wor e kin than he doe , and my pimple 
wield a much higher amount and quality of pu than his . He didn't 
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attend blemishing school, which is required, at least I thought it wa , of 
all soon to be pus farmers. I did attend, and wa the top student in 
both grease application theory and advanced sullying of the face. I can 
tell you right now that if you asked art ky to explain the relationship 
between the type of oil and the color of the body's pore excretions he 
would not be able to. And if you asked him to recite the pus farmer 
maxim, he wouldn't reply: 
L the pus farmelj will revei in others'filth so that I, the pus 
farmelj wiii be able to provide a quality product which wiii 
grease the drive train of your vehzde, allowing it to run so 
quietfy that y ou can hear your dog shit in the back seatj 
which I wi/I promptfy use to repeat the process. 
Yet he still got the position over me. 
Maybe it's becau e Sartsky was fIrst in his class at Fending Off 
Diseases Which Probably Shouldn't Be Brought Near People, but that 
class wasn't even worth showing up for. Only jocks and people with 
tiny pores took that class. What really bothers me is that A glosh was 
picked to be the head of food chewing. I, more than anyone else that I 
have ever come across, value the importance of properly chewed food. 
If the food wasn't thoroughly chewed by another individual then the 
person actually ingesting the food would have to participate in an 
unneces ary jaw workout which could, potentially, lead to a bit tongue 
or improperly pronounced words. I won't even start to go into the 
damage that un chewed food would do to the digestive system. 
Ravished. Asglosh, I'm sure, is quite unfamiliar with the appropriate 
texture that morsels should be ground into, and without this knowledge 
it must be diffIcult to produce a quality paste. Even if he was familiar, 
his breath would make the food most unappealing to all but those who 
feed off manure. Pus farmers are a weird bunch anyway. I have taken 
numerous courses on the extraditing of fresh food pa te from the 
mouth into a vast array of containers, my technique as sharp as the 
castration offIcial's suturing needle. Asglosh has never eaten food in its 
whole form before, nor would he know what to do if presented with 
such pleasantries, yet he still got the position over me. 
Maybe it was because Asglosh was fIrst in his class at ot Swallowing 
Things That Desperately Want To Be Swallowed, but that class wasn't 
even in my curriculum. Only jocks and people with oral hygiene issues 
took that class. What really bothered me was that I didn't get the giant 
domesticator job. Zin, through an obvious fluke, wa given that job. It 
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b ggle my mind why anyon w uld gi e uch a weighty profe ion to 
uch a mindle automat n. It' a cientific fact that people 0 er ix 
feet tall have n contr lover their emotion and are cur ed with limit d 
brain development. The e bat are mo t clearly unfit for ociety and 
need to be dealt with ace rdingly. I'll admit that th occa ional giant 
will make a good doorman, or perhap a nice decoration. I keep one in 
my living room, giving life to a corner that was far too drab. But for th 
most part, without pr per dome tication, the e creature will nd up a 
either a peed bump or a wind ock, or orne other menial occupation. 
nd Zin i in no way the appropriate admini trator of dome tic 
knowledge for the e giants. fter the ca tration, you mu t be very 
harsh with them, using the fierce t of operant conditioning method . 
I've taken four lectures with the world leading giant trainer and author 
of W0' the Tall Ones Can't Even Read, Tamblar hort, and have excelled 
in each, especially Advanced Kicking f Behind The Knees. Zin ha 
taken none of the e cla e, nor any other dealing with yelling from 
low places, kicking, or biting of the knee. He being five foot ten 
himself, I wonder if he i not somewhat affected by orne genetic 
infliction. Yet he still got the position over me. 
Maybe it' becau e Zin was the fir t in his clas at Giving High Fi e 
Which re Far Too High Up To Give, but that clas didn't make any 
ense. nly jock and people with ea ily acce ible ladder took that 
class. What really make me happy i that I beat out everyone for the 
two mo t pre tigiou job that anyone can have. I am the Head of 
Whining About ther People 'Busines and newly appointed sociate 
Profe or of rrogance. Everyone who walks by me shield their eye 
from my brilliance, a without the proper ocular device I would look 
like a flaming sword ent down fr m above. I'd much rather be head of 
whining than orne idiot nozzit wrangler, or a red nam r, or a lowly 
pu farmer. 0, even though regulation forbid me from aying 0, I 




We fled like robbers on the wind 
no heavier than dust; 
an exposed whisper and 
we kissed. 
Someone will fmd us, you said, 
hiding in the cupboard 
and opening jars to taste 
every preserve with a tentative tongue; 
your lips smacked of summer and I laughed, 
Let them come 
all tangled in sin, 
'what a sweet jam we're in' 







(Written on the ccasion of Finding a Grey Hair the Day After 
Tomorrow) 
When I dream 
(And I rarely dream) 
I dream of 
Castles float high over the clouds, 
And such castles need protection from 
Words. 
Since I dream 
(Rare though it may be) 
I am singularly dreaming of 
Words are scarce a defense against 
What I've done 
(What you've done here . .. !) 
So I'm caught in a 
Dream, because last night 
Being a rare night 
I dreamt of something 
omething of 
A positively striking 
Difference in emotion that I 
Couldn't quite place. 
It wasn't a pang of loss, 
More a pang of lost 
Potential has a way of 
Spinning upwards until 
The rubber band snap and 
It falls to 
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arth wa what I dr amed f 
Hard and c Id and lid 
In all way lik 
W rd, 
Which ar hardly olid, 
aid t be abl 
T lift larg tructur 
pinning upward t 
Dr am ,which hay a pang f 
L , which ha a pang f 
arth, which ha a pang of 
toic olidity, which pang of 
othing in particular 
Tried t t p the ca de' fall, 
B cau e it wa today 
nd tomorrow would bring 
n under tanding that 
It wa the m rning crept 
uickly into my kin, 
nd I wok up groggil 
With a head of auburn hair that 
li tened with Ie p like 
Dew on the ca de wall 
Wa aid to ha broken them down 
ar more than the cond nation 
f cloud could 
D ream of? 
Well, it' difficult 
Becau e I dream 0 
Rarely the e day are 
Lacklu ter bapti mals which remind 
Me that 
I rarel e er dream. 
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FRA M NT AN ARTI T 
S h lay th r play acr th sh t; h r head n tled in a bed f 
bla 1 curl wr athing h r t rm lik an encr aching darkne s r 
tributary haJ . h wa pert cti n in h r il nc and her po ture, beauty 
f which n m rtal man h uld p s the right to behold. 
a h 1 nd r Jjmb pr ad and p n, w lc ming t th e wh might 
m up n h r n that canva f dirty, ~ rg tten heets. y black little 
ang 1, my anctuary, my culptur . 
I am in many d gr an artist, th ugh much f the at rementioned 
c mmunity w uld hun my w rk, pal in dista t an tar. But to be an 
arti t y u mu t b trikingly uniqu, riginal in ways that none else 
uld c nc J f b tr y u b gin y ur que t t r imm rtality. My 
gan d numb r f y ar ag ,laving a marked trail of 
f th m t uniqu quality in my wak : dingy h tel roms, 
m n ,th 1 ft apartm nt. Th y wh t ar yet come in 
dr v t witn th pul nt, indulg nt quality f the work I hav laid 
b t r th m; h y whi p r, th y b tv, captivated in their own morbid 
ap ariti 11; it P ak t th m th ugh th y d ny it, and I am a ensation 
r ad ab u h w rld ar undo 
h m t triJ 'ng uality f my p rt ct ubj ct was the lurid crimson 
li ui in tark c ntra t t th pallid fl h illuminat d in the soft light of 
h m n. I w c uld uch a ubj ct v r b r i ted, such a flawless 
b auty £ rg tt n rIft unappr ciat d? I w uld immortalize her, as I 
had d n all th th r , in irid c nt crim n gl ry, her soul painted 
acr th wall and n di play t r all th wh dar d to ee. Imperfect 
in Jjt and n w flawl ,I had rn d what wa a u Ie life into the 
p rtrait fat rtur ul, ag nizing but at la t und r t d. 
nJy h r il nc acc mpani d my fr nzi d w rk, only her long dull 
an r c gniz d m £ r the torm nted ul that I am. The 
m t1 n rou buick I t th m dium run dry. H r ye watched her 
ul a it wa pr ad acr th nc y II wing wall with their peeling 
ain . I wa n arly £lni h d with an th r ne, th p rfection of uch a 
thing und nia I a th m ar dripp d, r lling d wn the wall in little 
r am hat m d t d ir an cap. Th y j in d one another, 
mingJjng, mbining and cr ating a rna t rpi ce within a masterpiece of 
gari h crim n. 
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I tepped back to admir the completed v r ion, thi new art form. I 
was ati fied. It wa time to leave h r now, which wa for r my I a t 
de ired part of the pr ce . But it mu t be d ne if I wa to c ntinu 
with my work. ir t t the bathro m, though, to wa h free my b dy f 
my m dium. h wering wa th quicke t pha in my pr cedur -- ritual 
if y u will. Turning the n zzle of the h wer I waited for the t am to 
waft around th ro m, providing the air that heavil -lad n £ I 0 that 
my lung prote ted each breath I drew between lip which had n t 
mov d in hours. I tepped beneath the calding pray, the t mp ratur 
adju ted to corch my flesh ju t enough to be painful but ne r do 
much damage. ow I watched an ther of my favored tage, the diluted 
crim on rivulet that circled the drain befor bing tolen awa fore er 
by the Hud on, and perhap eventually the tlantic. I envied th e 
bodie of water, oaked in the crim on hue I wi hed to drown my elf in. 
But I could not. And life moved on. 
The hower only ever took a £ w moment, mo t of them pent gazing 
with unquenchable longing upon the diluted evidence of my work. I 
dried off with one of the hotel towels that had probabl once be n 
white and warm, but now was little more than a frayed crap of cloth. 
The towel still wrapped around my waist, I retrie ed the bleach from 
beneath the half rotted cabinet, praying it with a reckle s abandon 
along the hower' wall and floor; it killed the trace of my exi tence. I 
would remain a hadow 0 long as bleach remained on my ide. ati fied 
with the tate of the bathroom, I dre sed again in my black birt and 
jean. The birt wa a plain oxford, the button generally left only half 
done out of lazine rather than any egoti tical need to how off the 
clean- haven, pale fle h of my che t. The j an were 100 -fitting, 0 
average that mo t p ople would never look twice. 
I found my elf inevitably drawn to the reflection of my elf taring 
back at me from a mirror cracked from orne iolent argument onl 
remembered by the un peaking wall. trange azure eyes with an almo t 
emerald hue radiating from around the pupil tared back at me, et 
within a lender-nearly gaunt-face of the pale t kin imaginable. I 
had not een the un in week; that wa no real urpri e. It wa the thin 
lip that startled me a bit; drawn into a tight mile that appeared almo t 
pained. Were tho e my lip I wa watching, wa it really my face? 
lender fmger , my fmger , reached fir t for the mirror th n pau d, 
faltering for a moment before returning to m face, gently liding along 
my own lips. Ye , that wa my tight mile and tho e were my eye that 
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told stories even I did not comprehend any longer. My hand moved on 
its own accord to slip through the silken tresses of ebony. The warm scent 
of bread alwqys clung to her hair as I pressed my face into i" somehow making 
everything seem safe again. She would take my small hand in hers while we walked 
home from the diner where she spent countless hours raising the monry to care for me. 
I didn't understand then wf?y she had to be awqy so long, or what made her tolerate 
the laughs of men that made me cringe. I onlY knew that at the end of each shift I 
walked home with her to our ti'!} apartmen" dodging the rats in the hall and clinging 
to her hand. On some nights she would let me have coffee while I sat at the end of the 
counterj doing my homework and pretending I wasn't reallY there at alL That never 
worked well and the piercing laughter would be with me for years after it was allover. 
I used to pretend I couldn 't hear their laughterj so that I wouldn't have to recognize 
them again when I heard it late into the night after my mother had sent me to bed. 
I needed a hair cut. 
The austere logic had sliced through whatever strange alluring 
captivation my reflection held over me. I was free again to return to the 
location of my masterpiece. Pushing the bathroom door open, I found 
the room in the precise state in which I had left it, though the crimson 
work had dried in my time in the bathroom. Time that I had lost track 
of; nearly an hour had passed. My angel lay precisely where I left her; 
deep, vacant eyes continuing to peer at the mortal display of her own 
soul; the thick crimson lines along her face and arms making her all the 
more beautiful. Her own lips were full and with their light pink hue gave 
the distinctive impression of rosebuds, frozen forever in time. 
I stepped a little closer, the desire to again fill my nostrils with the 
exquisite scent of rust and cheap perfume that now characterized the 
entirety of her existence in this forgotten place. My steps were slow and 
almost tired as I approached the side of the bed. There was no spirit left 
in that body; the soul watched me from the walls where I had placed it 
on display, wary of what I might do next. There was something askew. 
Her halo was positioned just a little off. Gently I sat beside her, trying to 
keep from disturbing any of the polluted canvas while my slender 
fillgers--perfect for playing the piano I never had-reached out to right 
the few strands which now sullied her face. The hair coiled around my 
fillgers, almost as though it were an untamed beast moving of its own 
volition. I couldn't help but draw the hair to my face, my nose, inhaling 
deeply of the stale scent of perfume. And then I released it, brushing it 
away from her face in the same instant. The hair was easily moved to 
the side, joining the rest of her blackened tribute. My eyes remained 
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in xplicably glu d t th ft £ atur of her face that, frozen now, 
m d much m r than human. Th r wa no e caping h r th n, 
drawn in £ ram ment by m v ry wn culptur a th ugh it ught to 
draw my warmth t re i e it If. 
I watch d her, my mind c uldn't h lp but wander t a different 
tim ; a pa t which I had all but £ rg tt n in m pur illt f ternity. nd 
t an th r w m n with black curl that framed her fragile, bird-like 
£ atur . We }}Jere }}Jalking home late one evening, the frost l}Jas heary in the air but 
soon it 1}Jould grOJ}J }}Jarm again as ebruary gave wqy to March and the pring came 
to save us all. There was a community garden on our wqy, or what passed for a 
community garden any1}Jqy. The land 1JJaS al}}Jqys barren and wanted for someone 
with a green touch. But this night was different. 
((Look mummy, " I cn·ed 1}Jith the defight onlY a child could displqy. he l}Jas tired, 
dark circfes under her ryes, but she alwqys obliged me. (The violets bloomed!' 
My mother paused in her heary footsteps, her green ryes turning tiredlY tOJ}Jard l}Jhat 
I was franticallY pointing at. he smiled down at me, in that patient and somehow 
enthusiastic way of hers. (You know what these mean, don)t you, icki?" she asked 
me, trying to seem mysten·ous but onlY succeeding in sounding like an excited child. I 
shook my head emphaticallY to teff her I hadn)t the faintest idea what the violets 
meant. 
he reached out and patted my head, almost as though indulging a dog. ((It means 
my beautiful boy zs going to grow up and get out of here. You)ff be famous somedqy, 
ickz~ and bnght like the violets. Aren't thry so lovelY?)) 
he was kiffed three months later by one of the men I pretended never to hear in the 
deepest hours of nzght, 1}Jhile I Iqy onlY feet aJ}Jqy in the next room with my ryes 
squeezed tightlY shut. 
I walk d away from h r then, my black angel, and back to th night 
b yond and the world that w uld r cei her oul. tar were only 
vaguely i ible through th cloud of pollutant that now rna ked the 
world from the gaz of th haven. iren blazed in the di tanc , but 
the hadn't come to call for me; th wer fighting off orne mall 
skirmi h, or maybe they ju t want d to go hom. I didn't care. My art 
would not b found until the morning, and th n I would r ad about it in 
all th paper, di played for th ntire world to ee. Her oul would be 
their and mine; imm rtalized, a I had promi ed, in h r crim on glory. 
Gently I lipped my hand int my pocket a I walked for th car, the 
unob erved ilhouett. 'CY mother th iolet are lovely tonight," I 




INTERN ALIZIN G 
The ships - the ailboats, galleys, dinghies -
Are burning, sinking meteors in the grey tides. 
Silver-gilled fi h move slowly underneath 
The drowning bits of cloth and wood. 
I am the only fish who, fearful of the current, 
Shies from the cool safety of the depths. 
Alone amongst the breakers, I swallow hissing embers 







You wrote those songs into my hair 
As it grew so long that year 
With my San Francisco dreams dizzy on the skirt hems 
While the waist was slowly tearing. 
The memory of you is wholly mine, 
Possessible now that the strings have been cut; 
And these moments, newly subject to exaggeration, 
re more real now than at their occurrence. 
I am fastened more into your arms 
Than when we dared to touch. 
ee cummings touches me differently now, 
Just above the waist, 
Just lightly enough to suppress the trouncing fear 
Of other men's needs . 
In thimbles of silence 
Two thoughts: 
Of your brown leather jacket till warm from loving shoulders 
And that, at night, I still feel your thumb pressed into my breast 
As you handle me like the next rung of a ladder. 
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, 'Look up! Look up!" The effortle to wa picture perfect. Th 
ball landed cleanly into John' hand a he laid the ball up off 
the backb ard." ad pa ,baby. Let' go. We up nineteen t ixteen." 
The un beamed down on the court from alma t directl abo e. It 
wa just pa t one o'clock, mid-July, and the inten ity of thi meaningle 
game wa rising. But in reality, the game was meaningle to anyone 
except the ten guy out on the court. Thi was no ea on, no league, no 
money on the line. Ju t pride. with all the games pIa ed on this 
court, pride wa the goal of the participant. ince I ha e played on 
these court for about thirteen years, my pride has alway been on the 
line. 
A quick crossover and a quicker relea e, I let the bali arc through the 
ever so light breeze. It hit nothing but the bottom of the net for two 
points." ineteen to eighteen. orne on felias, D up." 
"Good shot, Jay," Mike yelied out to me as he ran back on defen e. 
Mike's been my be t friend ince kindergarten. He live up the treet 
from me a we have played on these court thou and of times 
together. He is not the greatest ba ketbali player I have ever played 
with, but I always pick him first. He passes me the ball and play orne 
good defen e, a I would never pa s up on him. 
John wa dribbling down the court when the tra h talking tarted. 
"Game time, boy . 'Bout to beat the e bitches on they own court." He 
looked over at Mike. " top hypin' ya boy up, Mike. You know he' 
garbage. Let' go." He passed the ball over to hi one boy, Ray. I tried 
to tay a tight on John a I could while he didn't ha e the bali. two 
pointer and the game would be over. And I knew that that i exactly 
what he was going for. I followed him along the ba eline. ext thing I 
knew, I was blind sided by a screen from some big oaf he brought with 
him to play. 
Lying on my back, with star circling my vi ion and my ear ringing 
from the big screen, I stared up at the net. I must have been down for a 
econd or two becau e John had already relea ed th ball. hit. The hot 




"Game, bitch. Look at you lyin' on the ground." H looked at hi 
boys. "Aight fellas, we out." John and hi boy gathered up their cell 
phone and keys off the bench and headed towards the street. I at up 
but did not feel like tanding. John glanced over at me right before 
walking through the fence opening. "Peace, Jay." 
"Peace, man," I muffled. till truggling from the hit, I slowly got up 
and walked 0 er to the bench where the re t of my guy were already 
sitting. "Damn Pete, you couldn't let me know about that screen? That 
hit killed. I hate losing, man. specially to them." 
To know the extent of this little rivalry would sum up our entire li e . 
We lived in a small neighborhood known as rdsle. There was a group 
of u that hung out together. There's about fifteen of us that lived in the 
area, all within a grade or two of one another. We pretty much all grew 
up together and formed a pretty strong crew. The beginning of our little 
rivah-y with the Roslyn kids began early. Probably around 3rd grade. Just 
like our crew in rd ley, Roslyn had their own group of kid . We were 
all pretty much friend . We had gone to Ro lyn Elementary chool for 
even years together and everyone knew everyone ince it was not a 
huge choo!. 
Boy are boys and we acted like it. Competition ruled our li e , and 
about 95% of our competition invol ed some sport. s we evol ed, 0 
did our game. When we were younger we played tickball constantl . 
Every day after school we'd rush home, throw our backpack on the 
table and head over to the tennis courts. It wa alwa s rd Ie 
Ro lyn. fter tickball, we moved on to football. Imagine young teenage 
boy going at it in tackle football. Yeah, things got heated. 
I never distanced my elf from the guy , but around 8th grade, I began 
to devote a lot of my time to ba ke tb all. I played con tantl . Living 100 
yards from the courts, I was balling at e ery moment I could. A all the 
guys grew up, I'd look forward to da like the e where we could get a 
cla ic ri alry game going. But these court were the local hot pot, 0 I 
knew that although I wouldn't get to pIa with m buddie like we u ed 
to, it wa guaranteed that the court would be full come nightfall. That' 
when the best competition would show and the time when I would pIa 
m harde t. 
Pete looked over at my other bo , Greg. ''Yo man, let's go moke an 
L and get ome Burger King. I'm tarving." 
''Yea, that sound good. I haven't eaten et." 
Greg got up and grabbed hi ke . "I'll drive." 
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Pete g t up and turned hi head toward Mike and 1." ither of y u 
trying to come?" 
Mike got up and grabbed hi phone. 'CY a, I'm in. You coming, Jay?" 
" ah, I'm ju t g nna stick around and get ome more shots up. I'll 
catch up with you guys later." I walked acro to the other side of the 
c urt where th ball wa . It mus t have rolled 0 er here after John hit hi 
last shot. I picked it up and turned around a the guy started to leave. 
"Peace guy," I half yelled across the court. 
"Peace Jay." Mike wa the only one to reply as the other two gave a 
littl head nod. Greg put up his forefinger and middle fmger motioning 
towards me. 
I put up a countle s number of hots. I practiced at game speed, 
trying to re-enact different scenario that could occur in a game. I 
pictured myself wearing the jerseys that my future college owned. In just 
two month I would be a freshman, playing for a top basketball 
program on a scholarship. Yet the scene did not change. My visions 
always had me at these courts. The blue painted courts, the fibergla s 
backboards, the hredded nets from the thunderstorms, and the 
wooden benches were vividly a part of all my basketball visions. Kid 
imagine themselves hitting the game-winning shot in a packed stadium. 
I aw nothing more than these courts. 
I got lost in my workout. If it weren't for the 50 Cent ringtone 
coming from the bench, I would never have realized it was already six. I 
jogged over to the bench, sweat dripping from my head. I picked up the 
phone and read 'Home' on the face of the cell. "Hey." 
"Come on, Jay. It's ix already. I told you we were having dinner at 
5:00." 
Before I could reply my mom had already hung up. I picked up my 
ball and ran a fast as I could to my house. My legs felt like jello from 
shooting for nearly two hours. I did my best to block out the pain by 
praising myself for the hard workout I just went through. My self 
esteem was always high after sweating my a s off on the courts. 
I punched in the garage code and headed straight to the basement 
fridge. Ahh, nice cold Poland pring. othing i better than coming in 
during a hot ummer day and guzzling down a bottle of this liquid 
lifesaver. The ba ement refrigerator was full of this medicine 0 I 
yanked another one and printed up to the kitchen. 
'CY our dinner is in the microwave. You'll probably want to heat it up." 
My mom was already washing the dishes from dinner. ''Who were you 
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ver ther with?" 
"Ju t a bunch f the guy," I r plied, "then I was just shooting around 
£ r a littl." hi mall talk wa routine. It became the norm for me to 
c me in lat for dinn r. We didn't eat much as a family in the summer, 
u ually ju t r ered fo d, but when we did I was almost always absent. 
It n v r wa a big d al £ r my mom. he knew what I was doing and 
ju tIt m d my thing. 
Th P rk ch p and rice at in the microwave. Yup, it was cold 
alright. A g od fifty seconds in there and it would be ready. After 
turning n th microwave, I grabbed the remote and switched on the 
kitch n TV. It wa just after ix which meant Sportscenter had just 
tart d. hang th channel, volume up a few notches, grab my dinner, 
and nj y a nic peaceful dinner alone. Dinner alone was the best. I 
c uld do anything. Pay attention to the show, read one of the new 
magazine fr m t day's mail, or just sit there and think about what's 
g ing n. It' not that I don't like my family; in fact that is not the case 
at all. I ju t enjoyed sitting alone and having time to myself. 
Dinn r wa just I tonight. I mean, no way am I going to complain 
to my m m about it, but pork chops aren't my favorite and they seemed 
a th ugh they c uld have been cooked a little bit more. But it is what it 
i . I placed the dishe in the sink, gave them a quick rinse and ran up to 
my r m. My hirt was still soaked from shooting around. The hamper 
in the hallway wa alr ady overflowing, so my second best option was 
th fl r. nc I randomly selected one of my three drawers full of t-
hirts, I yanked the one on top and threw it on. A quick stop in the 
shitter and I was ready to go. 
My m m and dad were already sitting in their normal spots in the 
family r om I cked onto the TV. It must have been one of those CSI 
h w or om thing like that because they were focused. I passed right 
in front f the TV and headed back towards the garage. I did my best 
impr ion of lash in an attempt not to distract them from whatever 
sh w it was th y c v ted. Hand on the door and I heard my mom, 
''Wher you going Jay?" 
"I'm just gonna go back across the street for a little. I'll call ya if I 
d ci t go anywher else." 
" I, but not too late right? You were out till almost three last night. 
I don't want to hav to wake up and wonder whether or not you're in 
th h u ." 
" ur ," I slamm d the door behind me. Oops. I always forget about 
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that damn d r. It ha t be the loud t door thi ide of the 
Mi i ippi. I alway feel 0 bad when I do that. My parent are itting 
th re, deep int th ir tele i ion program and then all of a udden m 
dumb a g and b ther th m. They were nice and quiet, enjoying 
th ir how. It ha t b their fa rite time f th day. My pop' a 
teamfitter and work all day. It' hard labor carrying around heavy 
pipe and mat rial. He 1 ave the hue around ix very morning and 
d n't g t in 'til ab ut t ur. H come in dead every day from working 
in the heat. otbing can be more relaxing to him than itting on our 
c mt rtabl couch with a cold gla of Ro enberg' Iced T a. My mom 
d e n't get all the fun and excitement my dad doe by working all day in 
the un ince h i ju t a ecretary at a local 'bed & breakfa t.' But he 
do work the typical nine to fi e. he ha alway had back problem 
and I know the reclin r we have ha to be the mo t amazing device er 
creat d for h r. The way he extends the chair and lean to her left gi e 
her this look that he i the mo t relaxed woman in the world. The two 
of them just it there, m t of th time there is little conver ation, in 
their own tate of relaxation. 
My Uncle Denny wa in the garage getting orne thing together to go 
work on hi car. He' from Indiana and came out for the week to go 
over orne frnancial thing with my Dad. I grabbed my ball from the 
rack and tarted to head out. 
'CY 0, Jay. Wh re you headed?" 
I turned and aw my Uncle still getting his thing together. 0 eye 
contact wa mad . '''Bout to go play some more ball acros the treet.' 
" ice. You've been playing a lot. That' what I like to ee. ny good 
competition 0 r at those courts?" 
'CY eah," I replied." bunch of the guy from Ro lyn u ually come b 
and we get om good game over there." 
"Ro lyn? ren't tho kids all black?" 
" m, yah. I gue mo t of them are, yeah." 
He wa till working on omething 0 er at the workbench. He kept 
going. " 0 tho e gu mu t beat you all the time, huh? Back in my day, 
you know, when I u ed to li e here, the Ro I n guy ne er came over 
her to play." 
I did not know what to make of thi conver ation. But I an wered 
regardle of hi moti e." ah, we hold our own." 
He wouldn't top.' Don't the got their own court 0 er in Roslyn? I 




'? eah, they got courts. They aren't that great though. We like playing 
against each other." In an attempt to end this questioning I told him I 
was in a hurry and quickly exited the garage. Hmm, that was kind of 
awkward. I couldn't quite grasp the reasoning behind all that. 
This time I chose to walk back to the courts. No need to run and 
waste any extra energy that I would surely need for a packed court 
tonight. The sun was fading fast behind the far trees of the park. You 
could look in one direction and see a gloomy orange spectrum of colors 
lighting a small portion of the sky. If you did a full turn you would see 
nothing. Half the sky was already dark as it neared eight o'clock. 
I started to put up a few more shots when I saw a few kids coming 
from their cars. A few of them were regulars. Only one of the kids was 
white. He always played with his shirt tucked into his shorts. The others 
wore some baggy clothes. Never thought of it till now, but it must be 
tough running up and down the court having to pull up your shorts 
constantly. They come to the courts almost daily at night during the 
summer. They were decent guys whom I enjoyed playing with. As long 
as the games are competitive I don't really care who you are. As they 
walked onto the court, I turned from the far net. '? 0, what's up?" 
The four of them all responded with a simple 'yo' and began to shoot 
around with the crappy rubber ball they always bring. As they ran 
around and threw up shot after shot I went and took a seat on one of 
the benches. A good ten to fifteen minutes must've gone by with me on 
the bench and before I knew it there must have been at least twelve 
guys shooting around. Sure enough, the courts were filling up. 
'? 0, anyone trying to get a game going?" one of the guys shouted out. 
Without a single response, everyone flocked to his end of the court. A 
line was automatically formed and one by one we began to put up a 
shot. The first five to hit a shot were on one team and the next five 
would comprise the other team. After some bullshitting around, myself 
and four other black kids formed a team, the game began and we were 
running up and down the length of the court. 
Game after game I was on the court. Not once did I take a game off. 
The rules of the court are that the winning team stays on and five new 
guys get next game. Even though I did lose a game, there were only four 
guys sitting out so I jumped on their team. It was a typical night at the 
park. The night was perfect. The weather was beautiful, just hot enough 
with little to no wind, and no more sun glaring down. I realized that 
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there were nly tw white kid ut f the ntire crowd. Me and th kid 
with the tucked in hort. But I'm n t c mplaining, I c uldn't ha e 
a ked D r a bett r night. I mu t have played eight r nin game . 
As th la t gam ended, I did my be t t refuel m bod at th wat r 
D untain and at d wn on on f th benche .' Peace Jay.' I 1 ked to 
my left and aw the flr t four kid that carne tonight heading out. I 
w nder if these kid 1 ok at m in a different per p ctiv ju t becau e 
I'm white. I replied the same way and then picked up my phone. Tw 
mi ed call. either call eem d like it wa important 0 I placed the 
phon back down and grabb d m ball. The la t few kid peaced out 
and once again I wa all alone. Thinking to my elf, I wondered if th y 
gave my game more respect becau e I wa n't black. I laughed out loud. 
Kind of felt good that a white boy could run the e court . 
I put a few more hots up. My leg were hot at thi point. I hot one 
more three pointer. It clanked off the rim and bounced all the wa 
down the end of the court. It wa getting lat. I flgur d the light would 
be going off any minute. I sat down in the middle of the court, leg 
prawled out, leaning back on my arm . Thought and memorie of 
good and even bad times on the e court raced through my head. I ow 
my life to the e court . If the e court did not exi t, I may not b going 
to college n xt erne ter. 
I could hear the crickets from all around the park chirping on by one. 
The ky wa clear and every star wa out. very thing wa ju t 0 calm 
and quiet. 50 Cent once again was playing from 0 er on the bench. 
nother missed call. othing could break me from the moment I wa 
having. The e were the be t time of my life. Just sitting her, r laxing, 






NUMB CA OLE 
Y u can it and dri 
t adily 
r a gr at di tanc b twe n low bleary hue 
You d ir that th r will b h wer in th morning 
nd thud forward, a waxy tow r being gnawed, 
B ing chipp d at teadily, laying th re 
chipping bird caw 
n y ur ndle ly str tching hould r 
nd a t mach that i brewing a low mo ing cloud 
Y u had a gr at bow with which to plit 
blu and r d organic, red letter 
r m your r d maw 
your mu cle weary from we k of teady edentary n utral 
Relaxation, try to flex them el e 
nd you try to carve the wax into the angled petrified tower 
f rank magnificence, 
Who c nt i a w t on 
Wi hing for th bird to bring forth the girl 
Th t mp red on 
You r alized th gr at bow 
Had plint r 
Would hatter 
Would cr ate 
Un ightly breaks in th candle 
( andl ) growing from tho e houlder 
That balanc , 
none houlder 
petrified mu cle of exhau tion 
nd on the oth r shoulder, 




The Journey to Nothingness 
T he resolution of misery hardened his face and likened him to a cold 
section of the wall. It was a great look for him, really. He closed hi 
chewy jacket around him while he hoped that he would become part of 
the memorie he was leaving behind. It didn't work; he didn't wonder 
or wi h to know why. There was a vague fondne s for the echoes that 
the boots left in the hallways for what would be the last time he saw the 
stained walls and lacquered wooden floors. 
Alone wa never the problem -- he was a vagabond, nothing more 
than a shadow that floats in the corner of the eye as one walks to get 
some ice cream or passes on the grind to work. A the metal hit the 
aching cement, he felt the pull of the road on his arm . What was not 
superfluous was decay in the a htray of his chest, waiting to be choked 
up at the next rest stop, at the next tombstone village he would call 
home for a month or a year or two -- long enough, at least, to exhaust 
the inhabitants of his presence (however unknown) or to extinguish the 
entire supply of Marlboro Reds the town had to offer (which was much 
more quickly achieved than the former) . It's safe to assume he never 
settled a crowded area. Contrarily, it's not safe to assume that the 
peoples of those middles-of-nowhere didn't like to smoke because they 
did. 
His exhausted face did not try to defy any stereotype because he 
found that stereotypes were the medium through which a person 
discovered himself (hold the Eureka!). He thrust back hi head and let 
billowing ribbon of air labor over the knotty curl . 
It smelled of grey that morning; tendrils of fog still licked the green 
hills, which appeared unusually deep and rich. The chill clung to the tip 
of the nose, felt up the giggling windows and picked at the disparate 
leaves, which begged for one more day of photosynthetic retribution. 
The clouds smirked: the unmerciful bastards, and let the wind pluck 
them from their branches. He zipped him elf into the leather and felt 
around in his back pocket for orne change. Hi fingers slid over the 
cubic box that held three tastefully simple sticks of carcinogen, and 
found some immigrant quarters on their sojourn to the jukebox of the 
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free and the horne of the overplayed. nfortunately, they were 
thwarted. He saw the delicately greasy display of - - -F-E- on the 
specials menu and hopped into a eat behind the counter. 
The kitchen door slipped open and a waiter with a loping grin carne 
out, pen ready and drooling. 
" low morning?" 
"Lik you wouldn't believe. an I help you with omething? 
"Ju t a coffee, thanks. And could I bother you for some matches?" 
"Box or book?" 
" book'll work just [me." Peering around the generic booth-littered 
building, he noticed the old photos, the cheap wicker baskets and other 
assorted little nothing . ( s if he belonged somewhere) he knew that 
eventually teenagers, like star clusters, would fIlter in later that night and 
inevitably one would light up or order waffles. Travelers, weary, road-
whipped would saunter in for something warm and familiar. It is true 
that a diner i not a singular entity; it is part of The Diner, an epic 
cultural monument that happens every mile or so. 
There was a stringy figure rippling in the napkin holder and hi book 
of matches materialized with a slip on the counter. 
"Can I get you anything else?" 
"Don't worry about anything for now." The coffee pot sloshed away, 
black and grimy. Half of a creamer gave the preferred consistency. He 
brought the dry cigarette to his mouth; felt the match hit the striker and 
smoky deliverance quivered happily in his lungs. t exhale, the carbon 
plumes if ted into the light, suspended in the translucent heaven of the 
poetic. 
White Lies 
It was snowing by noon. The pavement became drafty, moaning 
under the weight of the flakes that melted on contact with the salt. 
There are too many silent deaths. He turned to find a bed away from 
the mess of quiet. 
Feathers 
The turn tile in his head churned in chaotic di junction. A congealed 
tension clotted in the air, and his sprawled nature on the unreasonably 
comfortable down became stifled in reflection. Paws of sweat climbed 
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d wn hi fac and hat ut a puddl in the dip of his c llarbone. He 
£ ar d that hi wn p r pirati n and breathing w uld throttle him as he 
w nt t fall alp and d cid d that worrying about it would cause 
a phyxiati n. Th imprint hi b dy left in the down made him look like 
an ang 1 waiting t b di patch d by an impi h god on a mission to 
d m n trat th v ng anc f a candy-d ni d child. His halo twitched, 
p rking up t catch th rhythm from th bar ju t bel w the room. The 
driving ch rd eiz d him. I-Ii b dy picked up the natural pound and 
th r pr i n in the back f hi head fell out like jell a he rolled to 
hi kn t b gin jumping n the bed. H creamed into a pillow, but 
h didn't thr w anything. , throwing things would only vandalize his 
pri acy. Hi hand t re and the fingernails gnawed until the whole room 
wa an ang lic rna acr, ft uncon ciou go e r rnnants dancing on 
th current f ria . 
D evil Juice 
H wand r d int the bar, if ted to the tage. mothered in the blue 
light, bl d pul ing, he lid d wn. a pentatonic. n old black hobo 
with hi bar wrangled £ t gnarled its way ar und the tool while the 
ther tapp d ut a tun and the acou tic banged out devil juice. He was 
w ating m n hin , muddy riv r curled down hi face. His vocals 
train d s hard again t them elves that the vibrations bounced terribly 
in th bi 1 gical juke b x. 
lain 't got no home, ea[J n'din ' Miss Issippi, 
lain 't got no home, ea[J n'din' Miss Issippi 
Them old crossroads gone got me chained to nowhere. 
Momma never gave me no name; 
tell me I smile jus' like a child 
Momma never gave me no name,' 
sold my sou~ to play the spoonful game. 
Had myse!f a honey dnpper, taught me to watch and roam 
ad myse!f a honey dripper, taught me to watch and roam 
Asked me for my name, I done lost my baby to no one. 
Midnight train ramble like the moon 
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shoot down by the barrelhouse 
Midnight train ramble like the moon 
heard the secret nothins croon. 
Ain't got nothin' but this silfy grin in my pocket 
ain't got nothin I but this siffy grin in my pocket 
ain't got no pocket 
ain't got no nothin' 
Vagabond ights 
The song stuck on his clothes and tumbled into his head. It wa time 
to go. 
The elevator smelled of winos: an orgy of angria and dandelion pis . 




PROTECTORS OF THE MOON 
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"I like it" , 
s she simply put her 
bvious dista te for the bright blue 
Pontiac that straddled the line of public 
Decency. 
An open unroof and full tank of ga 
Are cure for an idle mind. 
The radio whispered "Moon Dance" 
And I put my arm around you. 
You huddled close and here 
I learned passion. 
Cool august air 
Blew softly through 
ach trand of auburn hair. 
Warmed by nothing more than 
A plaid fleece throw and each other 
In the dew-licked grass of early morning, 
You kissed my ear, then sighed, and 






Trusting a Foreign Horse 
Pressed in to tense 
shifting shoulders, he slows. We 
follow the rough path, 
a rocky unfamiliar. 
He shows me the orange tree. 
Filthy 
"Eliza, my dear! 
Stop twirling so recklessly!" 
calls out a mother 
parked bottom on a park bench. 
A dizzy girl skins her knees. 
Au Pair 
Her hands are to be 
envied, coarse but strong. She 
presses their trousers 
without complaint and prepares 





Tori Wy nne 
EUPHEMISM 
Cast aside, a love that never was 
Meant to be, says she 
You really must believe 
Sugarplums grew sweet 
And peach beneath the surface 
Of sultry purple skins 
Trace trails of juice runs 
Down fIrm forearms 
That wrestle with the blues 
Summer, she's coming on strong 
A long forgotten sense of the 
Sensational that fall brings 
Gravity felt deep in the pit of 
Strong stomachs 
Shaken, not stirred to satisfaction 
It's best to bathe in seas of honesty 
And lie out to dry in the sunshine 
Gorgeous greens do abide 
Soul-spinning, mind-dizzying 
Circles, they turned together 
And she thought not of the shadows 
Moonshines that glowed bright 
Highlight to flaws and follies 
Of former lust-lives 
Fortune is funny that way 
Feeling for warm heart patches 
Attraction's long lasting 
She sighs goodbye 
Black and white declaration 
Of uptonogood-nothing 
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o it w uld eem he' found 
king thr ugh curl and curve 
f tr et he greets with grin 
D pth perception re et 
he re pect the retro pect 
taring forward, traight headed 
or the heat, h m et h r 
eel th force, ble that b y, he reckon 
nd th e teeth ink deep 
Into the weetest fruit of fall 
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RERUM CONCORDIA DISCORS 
As we maintain the chaos) the fire becomes fuel 
And our hearts are the engine. 
We Jvill flood this system with blood if we have to; 
And we will rule the world 
With cold retinas and firm beliefs. 
- lipknot 
O b ervation: 
Selene i the cataly t. 
urious Pandora opens a box. There goes the Golden Age. Health 
conscious ve eats an apple. 0 long Eden, on to greener pastures of 
du t. Helen, the hu sy of parta, tramps away. A thou and ship 
pursue. civilization burn. Polyamorous Guinevere drops the zero 
and gets with the hero. 
Women are the classical catalyst of collapse. Everything's peachy 
until a woman' thrown in the mix. Then the center no longer holds, 
anarchy's loosed upon the world, shit hits the fan. Temptation. 
Tantalization. Confusion. Miscommunication. D ramatization. 
elene: the Romantic cataly t, the Femme Fatale, the White Queen. 
La belle dame sans merci. 
very thing would change because of Selene. We would re hape 
hi tory in her name. 
But we didn't know that. In retrospect, Selene was probably the [mal 
straw. he might be receiving too much credit. Lets antecede before 
we proceed. Ab Ovo. 
End bservation. 
Part II: Fair~ is spelled with an 'e' because that's good Middle 
English (apparently) 
"Come one, come all! Come lords, come ladie , come prince and 
dear maiden. Come all ye, come! This way to the Mt. Olive Medieval 
Faire! Enter the 13th century world of, chivalry, valor, romance, and 
wonder! Come! Come! ] oin His Majesty King Richard 'The 
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Lionhearted' and the royal court for a day of hakespearian drama, 
knightly conquests, and all the splendor of medieval life! Come!" 
Yellow birds beeping in reverse, Barbie Excursions laying on horns, 
soccer-mom caravans racing for parking; the early bird pilgrimage 
clouds the parking lot with gravel and dust like the Thunderdome. A 
line of histrionically garbed high-school teachers encircle a ticket booth 
screaming simultaneously and pointing to individual brochures. Their 
students stand twenty yards away doing their best teen ang t charades. 
Rebellious Jim; restless Frank; too-cool for school Juanita; this-is-like-
sooo seventh grade Tammy. 
Resplendently sheik in his hermetic velvet breaches and a creamy cyan 
beret, Donny the herald foxtrots through the amassing mob. Chest hair 
Fred Astaires, cologne scented sweat pirouettes, luring while competing 
with the reversing repeats. Donny is enticement, a soapbox history-
dealer with the frills that thrill. 
Incarnations of impatience and car-ride restlessness pour from the 
dust devil. Mothers rein in children with jerks on child harnesses. 
Screams shake strollers. Entire processions come to halt when a 
ringleader drops their extra large latte. Uniformed grade-schoolers 
celebrate like prison escapees in penny loafers. Yugi-oh Igloo unlatch 
in the frenzy, Starbucks runs like the Styx, double stuffed Oreos are 
double crushed. Screaming, crying, laughing, squealing, whining, 
threatening, smacking, ringing, rebelling, translating, salivating brace-
face talking; the Vox Populi discordantly funnels through turnstiles. 
The 13th century is now in surround sound. 
On the entranceway above the turnstiles recently spray-painted graffiti 
reads: (Lasciate ogni speranza voi ch'entrater 
Wincing as he touches the indigo bruise on his forehead, "Dude this 
is so Ellis Island." 
"Yeah," I nod and spit a little more blood. 
Observation: Mt Olive Medieval Faire is located in upstate New York. 
The former Seneca burial grounds are the lucrative habitue of 
reenactment fanatics, Dungeons and Dragons fundamentalists, history 
buffs, weekend warriors, and an annual fresh crop of interns. Rabbit 
and I are two of those interns. We're history majors who receive 
college credit for sacrificing two months of our summer to jot 
observations about the accuracies and occurrences within medieval 
reenactment. Here we're 13th century janitor services, men at arms to 
the black knight, and reaping all the benefits of feudal serfdom. End 
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bservation. 
"Richard 'The Lionhearted' died in 1099," Rabbit says waving his ink 
stained figures in condemnation at the over-excited hordes, "That's bad 
history. Shakespeare lived in the 17th century. I guess the experts who 
organize this shit show failed to notice those litde details." Rabbit is 
5'5". He has apoleon Syndrome and a crypto-obsession with random 
historical facts. 
"Teachers should face a firing squad for bringing students here." 
'7 eah," I nod. 
His wide shoulders and incendiary disposition make him seem the 
pugilist, yet in his back pocket are a ballpoint and a journal. 
"Half the class gets food poisoning from the meat shanks." 
"No ... I know," I nod and tongue a loose tooth. 
Rabbit can mingle at a cocktail party or a kegger, and with equivalent 
efficiency be kicked out of either. 
"The other half waste allowances on shit that breaks before they get 
home, or on posters of Luc and Donny and all the other scumbags who 
parade around this place." 
'7 eah, dude," I nod while prodding at new bruises, "it's hermit crab 
type shit." 
He's protean; in a moment, his jaw may be running or his fists might 
be flying. 
'7ou know they all go home believing this i how history really went 
down." 
'7 eah ... Absolutely, teachers should be shot. I ... Oh shit, there she 
is," I divert Rabbits admonishing, "that cutie who almost got us in a 
fight at the bar last night. Shit, I can't remember her name." 
''When were we fighting?" 
"Rab bit, what's her name?" 
He follows my gaze to the young woman twenty yards away. Sable 
hair, regally unhurried pace, her lissome gait is sensually serpentine. Her 
gown is white, like snow seen under a full moon. 
"Fuck should I know," Rabbit responds, '7ou left with her." 
This is chivalry; Shakespearian drama; rescuing the damsel in distress. 
"Hey guys." Glossed lips faindy smile as she reaches us . "How's the 
housekeeping coming?" Her grey eyes probe. You remember me) don't 
you? She is an optical Inquisition. 
Rogue strands of her stormy petrel hair partially conceal her gaze. 
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Thi i th eli tre ing ituati n f e ing the dam I again. 
"What' up," Rabbit ext nd hi hand, "I d n't think we m t I'm 
R ger." 
he mil . 
Part I: (the preceding evening) 
"I'm lene. ren't ou on f the guy who paint d above the 
archway?" 
B ttl clink. laking woden cros b am pr ad acro th ceiling, 
chand li r of wax hang verhead. There' a candlelit lumine c nce of 
flick ring hadow; everyone i partially hrouded, nothing i full 
perc ptible. 
"Thi y ur flr t tim at the H oly rail?" elene a k ,eye staring. 
"I u uall g t the Divining Rod," I r p nd, dragging at my 
cigarette I don't stare, "Better pecial ." 
plint ring t I urr und the ctag nal bar in the middle. pill d 
drink fl w around pewter flagon and hot-gla e emblazoned with 
the Mt. live coat of arm. The remaining pace i dominated by two 
rna i e table; rectangular and circular; two point of vi w. 
"I n r made it to the Divining Rod," elene mile, "M friend 
rieL.. he work the Drench- -Wench, he heard it wa eliv. But 
I've een you around." 
"I know riel. You girl hould come ch ck it out ometime," I ay 
glancing around, "it i a total eli e, but al 0 more chilled out." 
Th banqu ting table is two tep higher than th r t of the bar. It' 
drap d with a win stained cerement. Inelividual throne parade along 
th ide. Phili tine r fu ing to relinqui h their garb gulp bottom helf 
champagne from chalic ; th nibble n food tamp flnger food . 
Donn tell yarn and the ha e a chuckl . 
It' King rthur gone kit ch. 
b ervation: Th brochure claim t ha e the crem de la cr ' me of 
acting profe sional. The br chure i blatantly lying. The character 
working the Faire are all drama drop-out. The 're the choir member 
in mu ical. nd b ervation. 
n the oppo it wall, t mp turned erE lounge around a circular 
table the ize of a Redwood tump. Th wood i carred from quarter ; 
empty pitcher and aturat d card clutter the urface. 
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bove the round table hangs a sword twice the size of a person. The 
plaque beneath reads: xkalibor. 
" 0 are you a regular or just passing through?" 
"Intern," she responds automatically, "just passing through." Eyes 
smile. 
"Yeah, I feel you," I commiserate, "how about I get you a drink, one 
intern to another, help you dull the pain." 
"I'd like that," she smiles. I'll give y ou a shot, she stares. 
"What? What is thou intentions knave?" The voice reverberates 
around the bar as a throne trepans off the floor. Shot glasses suspend 
half way between the toast and the mouth. 
"Dost thou intend to do away with mine wench? Dost thou seek to 
overstep thine's glorification in mine savior's eyes? You lowly pauper, 
you unqualified slave!" 
The crowd parts. Untouchables are shoved aside. Selene is mortified. 
Rabbit is funneling mead at the back table with Patty the bishop, 
completely oblivious. 
John Two Rivers is tossed aside while he waits for his firewater. His 
ancestors were Seneca tribesmen whose graves the faire ground is now 
built upon. He's been a squire for the last decade. 
The tempest is before me, a hybrid butchering of Middle English, Old 
English, and Elizabethan dialects. He's wearing lavender, oleander, 
mollusk, and aqua-marine: the color scheme for his majesty's royal 
court. 
He's the court champion. Dolled up for the roller-disco. Ready for 
1986. His mullet radiates like afro sheen. His lower lip is bull-frogged, 
specks of tobacco fiberglass run from his lip into his pointed goatee. 
This is the medieval career-move. This is owning a trailer palace in 
tornado alley but preferring to pomp about a pavilion dressed in four 
shades of obnoxious. 
Enter uc. 
"Step away from mine wench, peasant, or feel righteous penance. 
You are unworthy to bestow gracious gifts to so wondrous a beauty, to 
so elegant a swan, to so . . . pretty a ... pretty a . . . " 
I hand Selene her shot glass before facing the champ. I blow smoke 
into his majesties face. 
Selene intertwines our arms with fleeting acknowledgement to his 
royal champion, "Luc, get a life." 
II gran rifiuto. 
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Tobacco spittle runs down the oleander chevron, hide in the mollu k 
coat de arms. The pauper won out over th prince, and the prince i 
disbelieving. The prince is infuriated. 
"Beware tomorrow, lowly coward. I will smite thee on the field of 
tacticians. Beware pawn! This affront will not go unanswered!" 
elene smiles, her eyes smile. 
"That dude' ridiculou ," I smile back, "who wear their costume and 
k " spea ... 
Arms intertwined, out the door. 
Rabbit's funneling mead, completely oblivious. 
Part III: Shit Shtick 
One of the merchant cart weaves around us. Head down, the 
peddler tries to avoid fragmented cobblestones and gra varicose ein. 
The hollow rattle of posters in the carts wake sound like bamboo wood 
chimes. 
Like courtesan gentlemen, we walk Selene to A Scent of Icarus, the 
candle makers. 
The drum-roll of wooden wheels on uneven cobblestones IS a 
momentary reveille. It signals the beginning of a new day. 
It signals the repeat of every other day. 
9am: Opening 
9am-10am: Appear historically accurate while sweeping streets and 
shoveling shit in the petting zoo. Hot box the tables with John Two 
Rivers; he runs the petting zoo. 
10am-11:30am: MTPs at Luc's Archery Range. 'Moving Target 
Practice' (MTP) is reserved for interns. Luc teaches worshipful 
adolescents how to hit a target at thirty five yards with a rubber blunted 
arrow -- moving targets. Rabbit and I are the targets. We wear scarlet 
bullseyes on minimal padding. We're lettered with scarlet bruises. Luc 
fires without warning or when we're not paying attention. He always 
hits. He always looks good. 
11 :30am-12pm: Lunch. The choices are Auto-de-Feta, the salad bar; 
numerous vendors dealing shanks of meat; meat pastries from Titus's; 
candy from Cloye's Crusading Treats. 
12pm-12:45: Grease the gears of the Children's Crusade (carousel). 
12:45pm-1:45pm: Numb ourselves with drinks at the Divining Rod 
before dressing the black knight in his battle gear for the che match. 
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1 :45pm-2:00pm: Dress in chess uniforms. 
2pm-3pm: Human hess Match. 
3pm-4pm: MTPs at Luc's rchery Range, again. 
4pm-5:30pm: Bench warming for Royal Joust, back-up pages and 
quires, 8th man on jousting crew. 
5:30pm-7pm: weep streets, again. Clean animal shit, again. 
7pm: lose. 
Part V: Becoming the Black Knight by way of procuring the sword 
from the stoned 
Rabbit and I slip into the Black Knight's tent. He was summoned for 
the Human Chess match. Entrance drapes crack like a whip. The 
conical lean-to shudders as a strong breeze resonates off appliqued 
walls. 
"He's dead." 
"Rabbit, he's not dead. He's breathing." 
"Try shaking him again." 
The senescent cavalier doesn't flinch. He's comatose. Monolithic. 
The miniscule slit of his eyes reveals the bloodshot spider-webs 
covering his whites. 
Ghosting up, I glance back at Rabbit. "So you think the royal 
champ's still bitter?" 
"Who knows. Luc holds grudges like a teenage girl." Rabbit fidgets 
with a sable gauntlet. "Remember the time he snapped because we 
didn't show enough excitement for his victory in the joust ... " 
Floating over the antediluvian swordsman, I see drool running like a 
faucet. He is statuesque; he's a gargoyle. 
". . . r when we got overtime trash duties 'cause his armor was buffed 
counter-clockwise and not clockwise." 
I try taking the blade from his petrified grasp. A bottle of pain killers 
falls onto the grizzly bear carcass. 
ven stoned, his right hand refuses to release. He has old man 
trength; wide hands; eternally imbedded calluses. He is far from 
obsolete. He's a rock. 
The sheath is stiff, antiquated black leather. 
Veins stand out along my right arm as I try to take the sword from the 
toned old man. His body slumps with surrender and the sheathed 
sword hovers before me. 
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Damascened perfection flow like water from the sheath. Diffracted 
light reveals a complexity of undulating de igns endles ly cour ing along 
it even fall lethality. 
Thi was Tiz na, xcalibur, a Hattori Hanzo word. 
Cape diem, quam minimum credula postero. 
bservation: Black knight never flaunted their heraldic ymbol. 
Knight involved in ignorniniou dealing darkened their insignia 0 as 
not to be recognized. Black Knights had no lords, nor ties of loyalty. 
The Black Knight is a tygian figure, never eulogized, never receiving 
a funeral procession. He is beyond the pale. He leads a bubonic 
life tyle. He i for aken. He i invincible. 
very mes iah need a pariah. J uda defmed Jesus. 
What's a hero an a villain? Extinct. 
ur anti-hero defme the moral paradigm. 
He remains namele 
Part IV: The Tale of Two 
Two month . Two weeks I pent being an insomniac. Two hours 
since the word came free from that stoned old man. Two arrnie . 
Two kings. Two maiden . Two knights. Two end. Two on a 
battlefield. Two tacticians. Two gauntlets fit snugly. Two inches on 
the et, twenty five pound lighter, and the cit of mail lashed ecurely. 
Two thou and gate-crashers broke in waves upon our village. Two PM. 
Today. 
To Arms. 
Part VI: Chaos theory: A Cain complex vis a vis a God Complex 
(~s Hector is stretched upon the plain, 
Who feared no vengeance Patroclus slain; 
Then Prince! You should have feare~ what now you feel; 
Achilles absent was Achilles still.-
Yet a short space the avenger staye~ 
Then low in the dust thy strength and glory laid. )) 
The ground of contention is checkered. Bleacher for pectators sit 
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on either side. ne hold the vi iting rna ses; the other the Royal court 
along with the two individuals who command the movements of the 
pieces. Today' generals were chosen from a raffle of visitor. They're 
both freshmen in high school. 
Ob ervation: In chess, pawns parallel serf or foot oldiers. They may 
go forward, but never back. There i victory or death. Furcam et 
iagellum. 
During battle, cavalry would attack in flanking maneuver , thus their 
simulacrum, our knight can move in L movement . 
Before the priestly image, bishops were represented as hips. They 
move on an angle because that's how ships catch the wind. This 
changed because bishops' conical hats closely resembled sails. 
riginal rooks were elephants because ancient armies utilized 
elephants with towers on their backs. They were devastating once they 
gained momentum, but they couldn't change directions swiftly. Our 
miniature ca tles eventually replaced those elephant figurine on chess 
boards. End Ob ervation. 
An order shrills from a megaphone; a white pawn shuffles two spaces. 
A second follows; a black pawn flat foots two paces. And another 
white; another black. The goose-stepping gambits are unnoticed by the 
packed crowd. They're not here for the JV players. 
I'm usually a black pawn. It mirror my rank in the Medieval 
reenactment society. Interns are always pawn; always the serfs and 
slave ,custodian and cleaning crews. We have less value than the 
horses giving animal rides. 
Rabbit has been a black bishop since day 1. Organizers laugh at the 
irony of his short stature wielding power, so they ensured that the 
underdog was undersized. 
Apparently, apoleon never exi ted. Apparently faire organizer 
struggle with history. 
A young tactician strains to sound authoritative while ordering a black 
bishop. His voice cracks, he's screaming in alto through an overly 
decorative megaphone. The pectators are on their on their feet. Cell 
phones flip hut, children forget about their ravenous hunger for 
another corn dog. The back row is moving, franchi e players get in the 
mix. The bleachers get progressively louder as voice train to be heard 
over stratrung VOlCes. 
The white queen glides four spaces like a wan. The rara avis. Selene. 
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symphony of masculinity rain from the nosebleed ection. 
John Two River huffle f, rward. The eneca stable hand, the black 
pawn. 
ilence. 
cheer erupts as a white knight is commanded to do an automated 
flag pattern. Three up. Two right. somnambuli t huffle. 
The alabaster piece arche and descend upon John Two River. The 
doomed man rotate lowly, olta ace. His pike never wavers. He 
stands at attention. He awaits the approaching hangman. 
He won't defend himself. That would't be an accurate portrayal of a 
hess Match. He'll stand true, and receive his mock beating. 
That's how Human he s unfold: never move quickly, dramatize the 
sword blow , feign a grue orne demi e, hake off the dirt and get back 
to work. How it unfolds. 
Vae Vicks. 
The white knight brings his blade in a shining arc. The air resounds in 
a metal percu sion. The black pawn crumbles to accompanying 
applause. The stands are on their feet. The black pawn does not ri e. 
Choreographed step routines of mounted ideline knights hail the 
gallery hit. 
Luc has taken up the gauntlet. He has initiated hi vengeance. 
Beneath him hi victim twitches, eyes fluttering beneath their lids, 
wetting himself. uc tand tall in pharisaic euphoria. 
Chivalrou cheerleaders prance in salute of hi glory, manes waving, 
spirit strips dancing, ignorant. Bloodthirsty cheers are atmospheric, 
Ignorant. 
The two armie are tran fIxed, ignorant. 
megaphone squeals commands in alto, ignorant. Jesters tumble 
about, ignorant. The stands re ound with applause, ignorant. 
The two armie are transfIxed. Ignorance dissipates. Everything 
unravel . 
Selene tares at the twitching body of John Two Rivers. Luc turns 
towards her, lionized by the crowds, avatar of chivalry. 
Fury rises, a berserkers rage, my vision tremors, Ichor courses through 
myvems. 
The stand wane. ilence waxes. 
The megaphone sounds off. No one li tens. 
It will have blood thry sqy; blood will have blood. 
This i a curtain rai er. This is a call to arms. 
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It' on now. 
Like the choreographed dance routine of the sideline knights, like a 
well rehear ed Shakespearian drama, with the certainty of thunder 
following lightning, the two annie charge imultaneously. Regular 
adorned in white lies. Intern blackened and begrimed. 
The two armie charge in uni on. 
Order. Chaos. Rerum concordia discors. 
Magnus, a black rook, arche out of square, wooping back in to 
blindside Simon a white knight. 
Patty the black bi hop fends off the ecclesiastical bludgeoning of Paul 
and Zeke, two thespian bishop . 
The stands are muted. The pre-pubescent mediators sob powerlessl 
in shock. The dancing knights have forgotten their routine, their war-
hor es graze on acrylic grass. The royal court i sues arbitrary 
commands, unheralded by the ensuing ferocity below. 
I shortcut across the field: headlong, headstrong. Blood stream 
acros my midnight cuiras as Rabbit shatters the jaw of iedermeyer, a 
white rook. I teamroll a white pawn headfust, crushingl indenting hi 
visor with the crest of my helmet. 
The white body creates a channel across the marred checkers . I have 
defiled the undefiled without losing a step. I have one purpose. One 
bulls eye. One target. One victim. 
Behind me, Rabbit pivots away from Donny'S effeminate assault. 
Cea ele ly rotating around the clock he hamstring the herald, bringing 
him to his knees . The blur of hi staff continue before cru hing his 
clavicle. 
Ahead Luc lunges for the wasp-waisted queen. Silkily e caping hi 
grasp, Selene break away from the white knight. Surrounded b 
mayhem, she can't escape. She's cut off when a black pawn clothe line 
a white and the air mists with blood and sweat. 
Turning again, she's face to face with Luc. 
"Ah my lilac, my turtledove, my muse, wh do t though truggle? 
Yon lays thous't peasent, felled by one more worthy than he. I am thy 
savior and thou art mine wench. Appeal doe it not to be the courtesan 
of the greatest hero in all the land?" 
Damascened perfection flows like blood out of the able cabbard. 
I tand face to face with the white champion; throwing my helmet at 
his feet. My vision no longer tremors; m fury i harne ed. 
I don't see a face. All I see is vengeance. 
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"Ti Y u! Th u art a craven coward young.6 01. Thou ha t pre urn d 
tw' uld be p ible to conceal thyself behind had owed arm ? I thinke t 
not, .6 r I hall pite thee anon." 
I mile. 
With a dramatic thru t Luc continue to play hi part. Hi certainty i 
hi downfall. His word carri hi b dy; he' aiming to impale. H 
move with dramatic intent, like an a tronaut running on the moon. 
lowing into hi show topping blow, I deliver th curtain call. 
auntl t and pommel haymaker into th larynx expo d b n ath hi 
helmet. He collap e in a gurgle. koal trickle to the earth. I tand 
ver hi fallen grac . 
The tide of darkne tini he mopping up th oleander arm . It' a 
cru ading inder lla tory. The Medieval Fair i mayhem. Thi wa the 
closest visitors have come to witne ing historical accuracy. Hundred 
run for the exit. Richard the Lionhearted is omiting er the ro al 
platform. 
The bi hop Rabbit drink Wild Turkey from hi communal decanter. 
"Ble sed acrament." 
Luc gurgles. Tears tigmatize hi surcoat, permeating the purity with 
tobacco dribble, John's urine, and blood churned dirt. 
elene tand on the other side of the ba tardized countenance. Her 
opale cent dre i till queenly, till unmarred. We rewrote hi tory in 
her name. Becau e of her we declared our war. The pocalyp , 
Ragnarok, Hell broke 100 e; becau e of her. 
We followed her in till Danse Macabre. 
Crow feet clenched; her eye dance. 
Lip upturned; her eye mile. 
elene the catalyst. 
I smile. 
Endnotes/ Translations: 
Pg. 94: John Keat ; La Belle Dame ans Merci --The beautiful lady without 
mercy. 
Pg. 94: Ab vo -- "From the Egg," i.e. from the beginning. 
Pg. 95: Vox Populi --' Voice of the People." 
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Jan 0 ' eill 
Pg. 95: Dante, The Inferno - "Abandon all hope, you who enter!" 
Pg. 98: Dante, The Inferno -- "The great refusal." 
Pg. 101: Horace -- "Seize the day, leave as little as possible to 
tomorrow." 
Pg. 101: Homer; Illiad. 
Pg. 102: "Gallows and Whip," ill reference to lowest member of 
medieval society. 
Pg. 102: Rara A vis -- rare bird 
Pg. 103: Livy -- "Woe to the conquered." 
Pg. 103: Ichor -- {Greek} Ichor was believed to be the blood of the gods. 
Pg. 103: Shakespeare; Macbeth. 
Pg. 104: Horace -- "The concord of things through discord." 
Pg. 105: Ragnarok -- or e apocalypse. 
Pg. 105: La Danse Macabre -- The D ance of D eath. 
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we b mallllll llllllllapropin/ & popin 
verbs 
in place ah nouns. lockin defahnishans 
in Pandiquas /box./ 
but I knows wat Twain didn't no e, 
language real politcall II 11111 II I. 
we la la language doh lounge/ 1011/ 
like 
pri-vi-leged poetry. 
we language kiss kick teeth in, 
peeeeeeeeeeelin 
skin/ off. pulpifyin muscles man. 
yo language gauge de man eh. 
yo language gauge de man? 
language gauge de man. 
Tra cey Ferdinand 
WE BE MALLLLLLL 
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CONTRIBUTORS 
Hunter Augeri does not want to be called "bro" anymore. He has his 
own family and is not looking to expand right now. 
Trick Barrett is a freshman at Ursinus, and likes to call himself a 
"freelance writer," even though, he technically no longer is. He has won 
one award for his writing and doesn't like to brag about it so, no you 
can't know what it is. If you reallY want to know what award it was that 
he won, you can fInd it somewhere on here www.pantomyme.com. 
Stephanie Bartusis sleeps a lot. When she's not sleeping, she's 
probably somewhere eating or teasing things smaller than her, which, in 
this case, is only rodents. Scratching is a pastime as well as picking split 
ends and writing, maybe. She is also a commaphile. 
Andy Brienza recently had to scrub sundry crusts and a bit of Gak out 
of his camera because of a recent unfortunate dipping bird chemical 
spill, so he is very glad that it was all worth it in the end. He enjoys the 
E harmonic minor scale, shirts and skins, and Gumby. 
Sara Jean Campbell is but a vain and doubtful good; A shining gloss 
that vadeth suddenly; A flower ... that DIES -when fust it 'gins to 
bud; A brittle glass that's broken presently. Conversely, she is not an 
English major (despite rumors to the contrary). In fact, she thinks most 
English majors are silly. 
Brett Celinski is just swell! 
Jason Comcowich is a hopeless insomniac in denial of his 
insomniachood ... it's a long story. He frequently rants about goblins, 
integrity, and the cataclysm while dreaming of a world in which people's 
lives are actually, truly, dearly, and hopelessly of value to them ... It's a 
lot of dreaming ... long story. 
Laura Cruz is busy saving the world. 
Chris Curley dedicates his work to innocence and naughtiness. 
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Tracey Coretta Ferdinand i "d ing ery well." 
Brittany Fernandez i 19 and wa born and rai d in Tampa, lorida. 
p n h r fir t vi it t Penn 1 ania, he knew he wanted to li e th r 
and tran £ rred to r inu t graduat '0 . 
Aaron Garland aka tarD rk, tarted hi career a a herald for alactu, 
dev ur r f w rId . ft r an unt rtunate falling ut with the infinitely 
p werful ravag r of plan t, aron turned hi attenti n to drawing. H 
w rks with villa h aidya, utilizing the p01ver cosmic for their web ite, 
www.benchfirc.com. compl t with comic book madne and other 
a rted artwork . 
Sam Greenfield i dr ppin' ci nce on a daily ba i . 
Ashley Higgins is the month of ebruary, burning into th blackn 
of th pnng. 
Georgia Julius wear he way more than half beli v it when he a 
that mewh r lov and ju tic bin. 
Liora Kuttler i currentl creating a plan for the rtf her life. 0 far, 
h ha yet t plan farther than "wake up" and "eat omething." 
Kerri Landis enjoy random junk email ,although he doe pr th 
magic k y *D LET . * h also know that e il hould b afraid of 
thes twin hellfire cannon ! 
Peter Lipsi i a fre hman who mi e hi mom' cooking. He thinks 
about it e ery day. 
Ivy McDaniels crie 0 often not becau e of what h' 10 t, but 
becau e of all he' found . 
India McGhee i a ninja-pirate and kill d moose whi perer from e 
old witz rland, traditional hom of th maje tic moo e. 
ppointment for random pillaging and moo e con ultation are gladl 
accepted. he lay claim to no u eful knowl dg about the wi or their 
moo e population. 
Caroline Meiers i till looking for her plac in the uni 
omewhere between the magic of Harry Potter and the need for a 
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job. 
J en Mingolello is a silly junior who likes lime popsicles, making soup, 
and Canadian sketch comedy. 
Serena Mithbaokar likes total randomness in thought. This mess of 
thinking is her Bo tree. She likes to calculate the odds of her getting 
violently happy, traveling to Iceland, having a lucid dream and watching 
her favorite band live. And yeah - she's from Bombay! 
Ian O'Neill is a vice. 
Mark D. Peacock is a super senior with a bio major, latin minor, and a 
love of photography. Photography IS his way of capturing 
simple moments of balance. 
Erin Rafferty is nineteen. Creative writing has been a passion of hers 
since second grade when she pretended to publish stories. If you want 
to know anything else you'll have to find her and ask; she doesn't bite, 
she swears. 
Phil Repko started an underground fight club in Wismer Lower. His J-
Board hearing is next Wednesday. 
Tommy "The G!" Richter is a monad. He is composed entirely of 
immaterial things, yet he is surprisingly corporeal. Everything he 
perceives is actually internal to him, and the universe was just 
conveniently set up so that external things happen in exact tandem with 
his meandering perceptions and appetites. 
Pat Roesle is a bad, bad DJ. This is why he walks and talks this way. 
Christopher Schaeffer is desperately jealous of the fa twa on Salman 
Rushdie, and would be very flattered and grateful if anyone out there 
would like to declare death upon his infidel head. 
Kirsten Schuck is known to her friends as Cocco and enjoys cooking 
and eating Italian food when it is accompanied by Italian wine and 
legendary times. She also loves the combination of science and writing, 
and never turns down an opportunity to watch ''Will and G race," 
especially when it's with K.aren. Occasionally she takes on the role of 
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personal penguin, and ing the ong. he would like to thank the 10 e 
of her life for help writing thi. ou h! 
Dan Sergeant hates freedom and 
forget Reservation #11356. 
P L K .. He will ne er 
Nick Shattuck is a junior at rsinus and is holdin' it down for the 
Men's Basketball Team. You can holla at him at Maple 201. ick ice. 
Bradley Smith aspires to one day be king of the ant , or at lea tome 
sort of duke of the ants. 
Dayna Stein has a predilection for brobdingnagian word, and like to 
oddly in ert them mto conversation. he also think that 
"phantasmagoric" is the best word ever. pproach with caution: she i 
often prone to making snarky comments. 
Trevor Strunk is a enior nglish major who thinks he is so big, but he' 
not, and one day he'll get his . 
Avinash Vaidya danced his way onto Broadway with nothing but a pair 
of tapping shoes and a little old lady he called" untie May." However, 
when Auntie May expired in his chest pocket during the fmale of "42nd 
Street" he quit the dancing business for good and decided to try hi 
hand at drawing comic books. He works in collaboration with aron 
Garland, their website is www.benchflre.com. 
Marjorie Vujnovich likes run-on sentences and fragments, although 
this one turned out to be neither . ... EfE. 
Joe Wasserkrug was born in Columbia, MD in 1985. Shortly after 
birth, he convinced his parents to stop having children because of his 
delinquent nature. He lived a life of mediocrity until realizin5 he wa 
one of the three smartest people alive. Currently, he live in seclu ion in 
his cave in Collegeville, P A. 
Tori Wynne i genuinely disturbed that the liquor store employees 
in ist on calling her "Kiddo." he think that there is omething innatel 
wrong with peddling ] ack D aniels to a Kiddo. Isn't there??? 
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PATRONS 
Chris Aiken Wendy Greenberg BevRedman 
Blanche Allen Winfield Guilmette Carla Mollins Rinde 
Beth Bailey Lisa Hanover Meli sa Sanders 
Laura Borsdorf Cindy Harris Pete & Nancy 
Ginny Bradley Dallett Hemphill Scattergood 
K.arla Busch Eileen Hughes Gregory Scranton 
Donald Camp Rebecca J aroff Diane Skorina 
Hugh Clark N zadi I<:ei ta Peter Small 
Margie Connor Yvon K.ennon K.evin, I<irsten and 
I<neia DaCosta April I<:ontostathis Sash Small & the 
Robert Davidson Matthew I<:ozusko Ursinus Men's 
Ellen & Robert Dawley Carolyn Ivatz Basketball Family 
Juan Ramon de Arana Judith Levy I<:elly Sorensen 
Carol Dole Joyce Lionarons John & Trudy 
Ross Doughty Richard Liston Strassburger 
Lynne Edwards Annette Lucas Delia Tash 
D elwyn Engstrom Naomi Manon Victor J. Tortorelli 
Becky Evans Bob McCullough The Ursinus College 
Mary B. Fields Matthew Mizenko Football Team 
DJ Florka The Myrin Library Jon Volkmer 
John French Debbie Nolan Richard Wallace 
Francis Fritz Frances Novak Carolyn M. Weigel 
Thomas Gallagher Regina 0 boler Gregory Weight 
Sloane Gibb Heather O'Neill John Wickersham 
Ed Gildea Phyllis Osisek Sally Widman 
I<ate Goddard Paulette Patton Cathy Young 
Walter Greason Heather Potts Philip Z werling 
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